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CITY AND VICINITY.
Wheat

54 cents.

The Michigan Universitywill dedicate

December

gan.

14,

a new

$15,000 oi^

.

The mud cleaning process on our
business streets has been vigorously
prosecuted during the week. . &-

What we are Doing
And How We are

j

,
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Baldus.

.

Holley, head-miller' frt the satisfied with her fall and winter of stone.
D. Bertsch aqd family will leave
Walsh-De Roo Standard MtllS^flM trade thus far. has decided to close Prof. R. L. Cumnock, of the North- California the first part of next week.
xjught the residence of D. Bertsch on but, the balance of her stock at reducwestern University, has been secured The refnnant of his stock of gwdt?
ed figures. Unusual attractions are by the same committee under whose not disposed of, he will take #1Ui
menth street
'c[\
auspicesRev. Joseph Cook appeared him. The store vacated by hlmiu to
The Goolrlch Steamboat Co^ are being offered . See new acjv
juilding new docks of their own at
The Wjjlsh-DeRoo Standard Mills, before our public the other day, be renovated at once, and\y(u be
duskegon, at a cost of $10,000, to be since their recent enlargement, are for an evening’s entertainment in this ready for occupancy by C. L. Strong
especially equipped for the grinding of city. The gentlemanhas been here Son, between Jan. 1 and 15 next.
completed May 1.
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^ before, and It Is at the earnest sollcltal,t a —
Thanksgiving
theprice of the ar- t on of those that heard him that he
will visit us again. The time has
tkSle $2.< aton. See new adv.
irer on Monday. As a sbrt of,
been fixed for Monday, December 17.
there will also be a dog list attached
'(fhe will of the late Thomas D. GilFurter particulars next week.
bert was filed for probate at Grand
There was a collision at Muskegon
Rapids Monday. The estate is set
The new catalogue of the Public
Saturday between the midnight C. &
down at a valuationof “$300,000 and library, which Is out, and can be obV. M. train and an electric oar,' the
upward.” Relatives get it all but $5,- tained of the librarian, Mrs. R. A.
atter being badly smashed. Nobody
000, which goes to the Union BenevoS pp, shows a remarkableIncrease,
was
lent Association, of Grand Rapids.
t has now reached.1,455 volumes,
G J. Dlekema is spending a large
The G.
has changed hands, 'he books are classified under the foljortlon of his time at Lansing, as
and John G. Lee, an old Grand Hav- owing headings,with the number in
member of the municipal commission
en newspaper man, is publisher and each:
editor. John says it will he run literatureIn general ............. 65
s
“strictly Democratic”. Whatever Istory .......................... 160
Imported Goods,
American Made Goods.
100
Sportsmen and lovers of hunting that may stand for in these days— Klograbby
ar Stories .................. 25
CiWl War
20cCashmfere and Flannels ........ 14c 50c Henriettas .................. ..40c
anyway, here’s success to you, John!
Novels ............................145
ii
..59c
25c
17c 75c
its .............................
20
ii
The schooner D. S. Austin, which Natural Science ...................160
..78c
230 $1.00
ine of goods. There are some barii
went on the beach at Ludlngton the Philosophy ........................ 10
$100
35C «
27c $1.25
ains to be had there. See new adv.
G
25
other
day, was so badly broken up by Religion .........................
NOVELTY GOODS
324c
Sociology ......................... 35
Chicago
is
thoroughly
aroused
on
be
continued
gale
that
she
Is
a
total
of all descriptions at cost.
Poetry ...........................
30
oss. and has been abandoned to the
“•oems ............................ 10
underwritersby her captain, who was Essays.
ALL DRESS TRIMMINGS SUCH AS GIMPS, JETS, BRAIDS, ETC.,
........................ 10
AT COST.
690
and Brooklyn, Its civic association, her owner. She was insured for $2, ’ictlon ............................
composed of leading citizens,is read- 500.
The appearanceof the hooks are the
e

These ere the Prices Thst Draw the
CROWDS!!!

injured.

,
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Dress Goods.

“
30c “ “
1 “
60c “ “
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Margaret
Edward Post are in att
dance at the Fourth district convei
tion of the Y. P. S. 0. E., in
at Grand Rapids, as delegates of
Hope church C. E. society. Ref.
Rev. H. G. Birchby, Miss

Post, and

Birchby is to deliver an address Saturday morning on “The Hedge.” Mrs.
Wm. Birchby,with a number of juniors, will attend the conventionSatu>
day morning.
A Greenville lady has for some Urn©
been troubled with a pain in her arm,
and when she consulteda doctor thAt
person looked wise and pronounced
rheumatism, and prescribedaccordingly. The pain continued, however,
and soon after the point of a needle
pushed its way through the skin and
was removed. The lady cannot recollect when, where or how the needle
entered her

_

-J.

ng Mayor Hopkins the riot act.

Linens.

Col. Bob Ingersoll should sit

New

down

buildings

moneys expended
In connection with the recent
Ion, by candidates and committeebest Indicationas to the extent to men, have been made as follows: Otwhich they are used and appreciated. tawa county Republican committee^
he new system for the government $637; Geo. D. Turner, $36; Charles H.
of the library, which places it in charge Clark. $65; Henry Pelgrlm,$46; B. D»
of a library board, works satisfactory Keppel, $60; A. Vl8scher,'$36; I. Map*
and at the hands of its present mem- silje, $26.60; C. K. Hoyt, $31; Fifth
bers its interests are not neglected, DUt. Peoples’ Party committee,$90.75;
n due course of time, and with prop- H. T. Root, $38.50; O. L. Brundage,
er attention and devotion, our Public $156; L. G. Rutherford,$276.86; Kent
ibrary will become an object of pride County Rep. Committee,$2,319. 85^
Rep. State Committee, $19,677.48.
of the city, as it should be.

_

and rumors of new

buildings for next year appear to be
on the order of the day, especially in

25c Quality

for

the line of business blocks. Among
the latest probabilitiesare that Boots

Toweling,

.................
19c

ii

7c Unbleached Crash
a

10c

10c
124c
15c
20c
25c

a
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....... .....

44c

.....

7*

............

74c

ii

Kramer and R. N. De Merrell will
each put up a new brick block early in
the season.

(Ur*

ii

.....

In the “fifties” Don M. Dickinson
A report from the commissioner o
15c was fireman on one of the Detroit Immigrationat New York states that

ii

twenty-six diamond polishers had arsteamersowned by Capt. Ward, a
U. 8. Senator James McMillan was rived there from Amsterdam.Also
bossing the workmen building the De- that of the 10,000 diamond cutters in

Underwear, Hosiery.
$4

3
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Bedding, Bed Spreads.

was

13.

tire time to duties

than actual cost of production. Look at this.
Fruit of Loom Sheets, 24 vds. long by 24 yds. wide, 50c. The material alone
would cost more than 50c say nothing of making.
less

ED

Must
TO TH]
N?

^

CARY
hew quarters formerly occupil

ition

man achievement. It
memory

opment of the closing century
can compare with *it in practical

be

benefit to

Who

from the county in which said deer
are found, for which license he sha

proud

of $50.

O. B. Herald: State senator-elect J

sion

this city, Is looking

of

of his constituents— especially his church-goingconstituents
—relativeto taxation and exemption
of church property, aud has been kept
busy discussingthe question with

The agents of Seigel, Cooper Hi Co.
Chicago have purchasedthe most of
an entire business block in the heart
of New York city, and will erect the

of

world. The men
and

ground will cost $3,000,000. Marshal
Field & Co. are said to be the backers
in the enterprise.John Wanamaker
tried to secure the same property,
but would not pay the price asked.

unbelief.

that failed to

? The former are the people

to-day.

The

latter are relics

m

The

minority

who

all
j

it

on

^^P^^^^^^^^Sinquir^n^ustice^rove^on
clusively the value of any article
STATUE OP THE REPUBLIC
COURT OF HONOR
WORLD’S COLUMBIAN

they commend.
Their approval was stamped

on.

EXPOSITION.

favor

Dr. Price’s
it

Cream Baking Powder

received the highest award

by the Chief Chemist
Dr. Price’s was

church property under a given

$30,000.

examined and

itors. Their judgement based

;

stands, and the exemption o

limit of $10,000, $20,000or

scientists,

passed upon the claims of exhibllllllllllllltlllll!!!!:

between favoring the exemptionof
the church edifice and the lot on
which

eminent

wl

have talked
argued with me that there

property.

of

and

Honest tribunals, composed of

ifti

an exception every one I
with h^s

thfe fair.

ted for examination.

er country has taught

lutely and utterly divorced. Witlrou

em*

noblest endeavors were submit-

excel- ought to be some change in the exist-

any kind

bodied in an award at

/rll'ljUi

fruits of ripest experience

sect, but their experience in the

jtbeen enforced. Some of
valuable watches, which
rer, up to the requlreieh they will have to

X
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at the fair

of the U. S.

from

bepartment

a jury

of

officiallycommended for

power, purity, keeping qualities and general

ei
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? Who

Competition was world-wide,the

it all, or If they have, the exemption are about equally divided

•

of it

No honor so high as that

1

moth
them to fear
any union of church and state, and
they would like to see the two abso-

baggagemen and all others employed
in handling trains on the C. & W. M
must provide themselves with watches, and not only that, but the watches
iust be of a grade which will not vakmore than five seconds a month
?t be full jeweled and right

the handle of modern

S

that exhibited is not

of the past.

of all varieties of religious belief

Said he last night:
havq kept tab on it, and more than
half of all the men I have \ alked with
are in favor of no exemption at al
The Hollandersthink that way to
From and after Dec. 20 ail engin- mao almost. With them It is not
eers, firemen, conductors, brakemen matter of oppositioo to any particular

requl red to carry

Streng &

mankind.

exhibit does not regret the omis-

lUfotofore trainmen have nev- ing laws relative to taxation of church

4

crowning glory of

modem times. No other devel-

shall have first taken out a license

M. Jamison, of

of the

will live in

of his office. Also

of the counties of this state, unless

pay the sum

marked the climax of hu-

for the views

largest retail store In the

»r

Live.

The World’s Columbian Expos-

state shall shoot or catch deer in any

“
“
“

When we

Fame Will

that no person except citizens of this

The englneof the old Grand River
steamer Barrett, which was recently
Bed Spreads.
Sodding.
burned at Grand Rapids, Is to be taken ont and repaired and put into a
...$
75
Extra fine all wool bed blankets, for- $1.00 Quality ................
...
94
new stern wheel boat, which is to be
1.25
................
mer price $4.00; now $3.00.
built this winter. It Is absolutely es1.60
...................
1
124
Extra heavy all wool red bed blanket,
former price, $4.00; now $3.00.
2.00
................... 1 60 sential for the continued agitation of
Extra heavy white and gray wool blanthe Grand river improvement scheme,
kets, former price $2.00; now $1.65.
that at least one boat should occasionally ply up and down that stream.
Ready made sheets at

Its

at

Grand Haven.— Q. R. Democrat.

2 26 75c “
“ ....... ....57c
00
“ “ .... ....
75c
Cashmere
...
.............
....
1
93
2 50
“ “ .... .... 200 50c Cashmere and Worsted.. ....41c
3 25
“ “ ....
“ .... ....26c
1
Vests and drawers........ 78 35c
7$ a «<
— 21c
.... 67 25c
“
00

& Milwaukee railroad wharf

Holland fully 5,000 are out of employment and that many are coming to
The board of supervisors of Manito- the United States, the inference being
that the diamond cutting Industry Is
woc county went to Two Rivera in a
largely
being transferredfrom Ambody to congratulate Capt. Dionne
sterdam
to New York and Chicago.
and his crew of life-savers upon their
bravery and the success which crownSportsmen in this state are moving
ed their efforts in rescuing the crew of for an amendment to the game law rethe steamer W. M. Wet-more when she quiring the game and fish warden to
strandedat Centervillea few weeks have bis office in the city of Grand
ago. The number of lives endangered Rapids, and to have him devote his entroit

—

arm.

Official returns of

....

Table Linens.
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The assessmentrolls for J1894 wi|l be feed,
feature
placed In the hands of the city treis*
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-
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The Christian Endeavor Society of
The college campus has been
was in the city this week, and favored the Third Reformed church will give
ub with a fraternal call.
an anniversarysocial on Tuesday ev- ed with several wide, substantialgravel walks, connecting Graves Library
ening next.
The common council rooms will be
with Van Vleck Hall.
renovated and their appearance Klaas Van den Berg, north of the
The stmr. Lizzie Walsh and Its
greatly Improved. They needed It.
city, has brought suit against the 0.
consort
came In Saturday with another
& W. M. for fences and meadows deFifty Battle Greek ladles have signcargo
of 80,000 ft. of lumber for tbs
ed a pledge to take off their hats stroyed by fire caused from sparks of a Holland Furniture factory.
passing freight train, and obtained a
with two-story trimmings at the theajudgement against the company for The new Vaupell block is practical
_
184.80 and costs.
ly enclosed. It Is not only attractlvs
The largest buck ever killed in EmWithin a week after the break in In appearance,but generally conceded,
met county In this state, was shot
the south pier of our harbor, Col. Ley- to he one of the best constructed
near Brutus this season. It weighed
decker, engineer In charge, visited the ness blocks In the city.
380 pounds disemboweled .
vl scene, and he at once gave orders for
Now that lumbering at Muskegon is
Married In this city, by Rev. H. G. Ltemporaryrepairs.The hole In the nearly played out, It is proposed to
Birthby, at the home of the bride’s ier Is near the shore ling and about Inauguratea sort of gleaning procem,
parents on Seventh street,Wednesday
feet in length. This has been filled bv gathering in the logs that hiTs
evening, Gerrit Adrian Wanrooy and n with rand-boxes, 0 and 8 feet In gone to the bottom of Muskegon Lake
Miss Emma Mary
lie, fitting close together, and these and River. It is estimatedthat them
are
kept in position by a super-filling are 400,000,000feet thus sunken.
than
Mrs. M. Bertsch, being more

tre.

The News office Is better than ever
preparedto do your job printing.
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Chlokeos, dressed, lb (Ute 6© 8 o>.. 8
Beans V bushel ....................

WHY THE PUSH

©
&

.................

pJJl
......
Wood] hard, dry • cord.’... ......... 1

Doing

The West Michigan Independent]
The hlokory-nut crop Is light this changed Its day of publication
Tuesday.
year.

M. Blok, of

J. D. 8. Hanson, of the Hart Journal,

8:89 to 9:00 P.

IS

Congressmeets Monday.

mill.

night.

11:30 LI.

S.

NO.

In parts of the Upper Peninsula The Board of Correctionand Chari- The schr. Kate E. Howard brought
wolves are said to be unusually fierce ties will hold its 13th annual con- In a cargo of lumber this week from
Manistee, for the Phoenix planing
vention at Adrian, Deo. 4 and 5.
and hungry this season.

Potatoes^ bushel
Flour V barrel .....................

found day

r

1894.

1,

Beautiful winter weather this week.

Wheat f bushel .................

.m*
*

,

paving in advanot.
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IS91 Le‘S‘
goMier and patriot of the
Mich. War
fhnt.

SOCIETIES

_

_

lines.
It

was

in

the montl* of September.

Colonies, is one that every American
fully performed his errand. He had
youth should be acquainted with.
made
full drawings of the British
It has been said by one of our most

DISCOVERY

Hale furnished the camp and a memoranda of all the demost conspicuousexample of patriot- sired in for (nation. No one suspected

Cum

able writers that

___

AUl

Mr
Sir Knichta*
Knight* an
*n 'owdlally
cordiallylovlWd
lnvlt»dto attrad.
at
OhwpMt Life Inraraito* Old* knows. Fall

un

In a fortnight’s time he had success-

M,

K. O. T.

ly advanced Into the enemy's

American

Revolution, who gave all
ho fimiM tnr t.ha freedom of the

of the

I

ism that the history of the Revolution

him, and he repassed the lines safely

Wholesale?

at

Ninety-tightper cent of all
of Consumption, In all Ita

cam

We

Earlier Stages.

are closing

out our entire stock of

with his papers hidden between his
Breach-loading Shot Guns at actual wholesale
foot and his stocking. But while Although by many believedto be incuraW. A. Hollet, R. K.
ble,
there
i*
the
evidence
of
hundred*
of
waiting for a boat i^t Huntington he
prices.
that he was entrustedby Washington
living witnessesto the fact that, in all its
with a commission of great impor- was seen and recognized by a Tory rel- earlierstages, consumptionis a curable
alive, who betrayed him to the cap- disease. Not every case, but a large Urtance to the patriotic cause, that he
centage of cases, and we believe,/W/y 98
was captured by the British and hung tain of a British sloop in the bay. He per cent, are cured by Dr. Pierce's Golden
Attorney
was arrested. The tell-tale papers _edical Discovery,even after the disease
as a spy— these few facts, together
have a few guns for
Secure one
for
has progressedso far as to induce repeated
with the words of his dying speech, were found upon his person, and he bleedings from the lungs, severe
,
“My only regret is that I have only was carried before General Howe.
offlesh (Thanksgiving day. We are also headquartersfor loaded
The sturdy patriot denied nothing.
one life to give to my country,” is all
and extreme emaciationand weakness. aV,0lla
Do you donbt that hundreds of such cases BU61IB.
that is generally mentioned of the He admitted that be was a captain in
.
the American army and that he was reportedto us as cured by "Golden
youthful hero.
a spy, and camly awaited his senBlock.
Nathan Hale was born in Coventry,
tence. In a few moments it was pro- our word for it. They have, in nearlv every
Connecticut,in 1765. He was of sturBanks.
nounced by General Howe in these instance, been so pronounced by the best
dy New England ancestry, of the yeoand most experienced home physicians,
17IB8T STATE BANK. Oommorolaland Sav- man stock which p'-oducedPutman, words: “William ' Cummlngbam, who have no interest whateverIn mising*
idk< Dop't I. Cappon PwldMJt. Germ
’rovost Marshal of the British army representingthem, and who were often
Green and Stark, and many other of
Ital Stock M0.000.
W. Mokma, C»*hler.Ctplti
strongly prejudiced and advised against
n New York, Is directed to receive a trial or “Golden Medical Discovery,"
TTOLL AND CITY STATE BANK. Oommerdal the Revolutionary worthies. Educaand SavlDg* Dep't J. Van Pntt*o( Free.. ted at Yale college,he was a teacher nto his custody the body of Nathan but who have been forced to confessthat
it surpasses, in curativepower over this
C. Vcnoknrt,Oaahler.Capital itock |50,000
Sale, a captain in the rebel army,
in New London, with the ultimate
malady, all other
medicines with
fatal
— --purpose of entering the ministry, convicted as a spy, and to see him which they are acquainted. Nasty codClothing.
liver oil and its filthy “emulsions"and
when the news came from Boston of langed by the neck until dead, to- mixtures, had been tried in nearly all these
cases ana had either utterly failed to benethe battle of Lexington, where the morrow at daybreak.”
fit, or had only seemed to benefit a little for
While
the
sentence
was
doubtless
We have received a new and fresh line of
tag Good* * Specialty
first blood was shed for American Ina short time. Extract of malt, whiskey,
u accord with the rules of war, there and various preparationsof the hypophosDry Goods and Groceries. dependence. Full of patriotic ardor,
could be no excuse however, for the phites had also been faithfullytried In vain.
he was one of the first to enlist. By
The photographs of a large number of
severity with which Hale was treats
those cured of consumption, bronchitis,
BBa^^Fa^l!ng,oJSdI.m2»bSStT his earnest appeals he induced others
ed during the brief time which elaps- lingering coughs, asthma, chronic nasal
lU.Urmln 0^0004^- t0enll8t’hTiA the 06X1 m0rD,DK after
catarrhand kindred maladies,have been
H son*, uroocria*.Floor, Feed, etc., Eighth | they had heard the news Hale and his ed before his execution. It is related skillfully reproduced in a book of »6o
that he was denied the services of a pages which will be mailed to yon, on recompanions were on their way to Bosclergyman and even the privilege of ceipt of address and six cents in stamps.
ton. “Let us march immediately,”he
Address for Book, World's Dispensary
Dry uooai, urocgHfliiorocKwj. ntua.
reading the Bible, and the letters Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
said, “and not lay down our arms unCepe, Floor, Piodaee, etc. River Street.
written by him to his mother, his sisIN
til we have obtained our indepenter and his betrothed,through the Cafflr corn, Thomas Watson.
Drugs and Medicines.
dence."
He was then nineteen years old, tindneasofan officer who furnished White Rice pop corn, Nellie Green,
rkOMBCBG. 1. 0.. Dealer In Drag* and UadiEdgar Wei ton.
him with pen and ink, was torn up
Just entering upon a useful professionRed Rice pop corn, Edgar Welton.
by the British provost marshal.
al life, and engaged to be married to
Field beans, Edgar Welton, Levi FelThe rest of the sad story is told in a
lows.
a beautl,ul aDd estlnQable y°un« laiJ*- few words. The morning came-the
Red Wethersfieldonions, Burton Wei
tosbMaa. oity Drag Mora, Eighth strait.
| But he thought only of his country;
ton. Thomas Watson.
22d of September, 1776. Securely plnhe was not a mao to think of himself
Hardware.
oned, the young patriot was march- Parsnips, Thomas Watson.
in that hour othis country’s crisis.
Empire State potatoes, George SoerHe was a perfect athlete. Like ed to the place of execution,not far herder.
XTAN GOBI. J. B. Oanaral Hardware and
Btom. Repairing promptlyattended to. Washington, be could leap the high- from the present Court House in the dangle Wurtzels,Maria Fellows.
Eighth
city of New York. There, as the Conenead cabbage, Thomas
est and throw a stone further than
eon.
ightcame up from the east in the
Manufactories, Shops, Etc. any of his companions.In fact, he
Drumhead cabbage, Thomas Watson
early autumn morning, he stood with
It
was one of the finest looking men In
2nd.
Manatee-!
a white cap drawn over his head, the Large late flat dutch cabbage, Burton
Shop. the army, so says one who knew him
noose around his neck, and his coffin—
Welton.
Dm1*t In AgricoltonJ Implement*.River Bt.
well.
a rough pine- board box— at his feet In Field pumpkin, Dr. I. J. Brulnsma,
In
1776
the
battle
of
Long
Island
TJUNTLEY.A.. Practical MeobloUt,Mill and
Thomas Watson.
front of him.
Jtl Engine Repair* a •peeialty Shop on Bev
Half long carrot, Levi Fellows, Burwas fought, the result of which was
•nib street, near River.
Have you anything to say, young
ton Welton.
disastrous to the American arms.
rebel?” asked Cunningham, scofflngly.
Meat Markets.
Washington retreated across the river
“Only this,” answered Hale, with a asge“«rra1’ FeUow^^Thotuas
rvBXftAKSBftDEK08TKB, D*oi*r* in eii 10 HarleIU Height*, and the British
'
quiet impressivenessthat silenced the
Falla Water apples, Roy Merritt, Bur1/ kind* of Fr**b *nd Sou Mmu. M»rk*t on General Howe and his army of twenJibes of the spectators, “that I regret
Blvar
ton Welton.
tyflve
thousand men, flushed with
TXT ILL VAN DEB VBBRE, Dealer in all kind* victory, occupied Brooklyn and New to have but one life to lose for my Bl. 01. Flower apples, Roy Merritt.
Wagner apples, Roy Merritt.
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ed death. The site was unmarked, and
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Washington called a council ant
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System Plan.”
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LIFE
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the gallows, will never be forgotten.
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Watson.
The fate of Hale made a striking
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Canned' peaches, Lilia Watson.
Reference Holland City State Bank,
and lasting impressionon the patriot
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enterprise.
For
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SHOT BY A MASKED MAN.

It

Yketlne latevMklac Bit* ef H*w* from tocalHHe
Furor WtokwlM *Ml HI*
la Hlchlfma.
M m a— It
The
masons
of Pontiac contemplate
Battle Cbiice, Not. 88.— Au unknown masked man early Wednesday the erection of a temple to cost 188,000.
bargainsand evening shot and faulty wounded The tower of the new city hall at
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^sy attending to the William Wick wire, a fanner llrlaf Bay City will becoaie the, resting place
wants of our customers,but not so much so, however, near Climax, and alao ahot and alight- of a 0,000-pound bell now en route,
as to not have had time to make preparationsfor a ly wounded Mies Wick wire, a sister of , S. 8. Hasting*,one of the founders
the fanner. At 7 o’clock a man of the town of 8t Louis, died recently,
large Christmas trade. Mr. B. P. Higgins, our operaknocked at the door of Wlekwire’a, fcjagiaawriter was completelyfroaen
On the down grade of qualities and prices where cheaptor, is ready to wait on you at all times.
farmhouse,8 milea tenth of Climax. 0Ter Tuesday morning, the earliest in
An adopted ton answered the knock,
years.
ness ceases to be economy.
never cross that line.
-r-S
I PHOTOGRAPHS. CRAYONS, Etc., ahso- and a man whose clothe* were con- 1 Owing to low price* the output of
lately FREE. How? Simply purchasing oealed by a long rubber coat and hia |,ftn|Wood in the Saginaw district this
JL JL L..IX X. -As your goods from the following merchants and feature* by a pillowcase, entered and winter will be rery small
asked for the man of the house, i
JobB BmU White, one of the
i
He paseed by the lad into the
practitiouera of Michigan,died
ting- room, where Wickwirea mater Qf Wood noisoninirat Baglnaw Wedncecommence today and call for coupons and get your pictures free at
waa aitting. She noticed that he wae d
& CO.'S
Holland, Mich.
and c.rried
...nn.l mMtin^ o( th. Mtohl*.!,
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feeling (having once been a dyspeptic
myself) to the statementsand defence

ATTENTION PARSERS!
There is no use running to Zeeland
to buy your Farm Implements, or anything else that you can buy Just as

MWJSSffK

My own make Lumber Wagons, with
double Truss Brace, to which I will
challenge any man’s make, as for light

of the gentleman.In

these days

when

Hereford’s Baking Powder is so
easily obtained, there is no excuse in
the world for landladies giving their
boarders sour or heavy bread. It is
as much their duty to keep up with
the improvements of the age, to protect the health, If not the lives of
their customers, as It is for the railroads to adopt patent air-brakesand

running and finish is concerned.
Rock Island Rake and HaU Under.
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DEALER IN

receive
$100, besides the competing machine.
This amount I will deposit in the

Holland City State Bank, providing
my competitor does the same.
Old Reliable Buckeye' Mower and
Binder, and the Wm. Ny Whitcly
Mower, either of which cannot be

birth, etc., and*

i

•beat.
• Thomas Hay Rakes, both self dump
and hand
^
Land Rollers,Disk Harrow, Riding
and Walking Cultivators, Plows both
a and steel, Potato Diggers,
.and lots of other things which a farmer needs, too numerous to mention.

dump.
M-

a

with'

rationadapted for
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will not
birth; on

earnestly

$1.

The Board
Lath,

Detroit, Nov. 26.— Willard Parker,
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11.00
.50

10 doz. qts.
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Rye Wbl«key $2.20 per gallon.
$1.10 “ ignitor
,fiO

" quark

Brandy $3.60 per galloflv
$1.75 “ J gallons
1.00 “ quart.

“

Shingles,

“

on

“
“
•’ •*

Oude Portwlne, $2.00 per gallon.
1.50 “ t gallon.
.76 “ quirt.

“
“

Blackberry Wine $2.00 per gallon.
1.60 ,4 “
.60 “ quart.

“

“

E. F.

SUTTON,

One door east of Breyman's Jewelrp,
Eighth St. Holland. Mich.

.
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Arthur Musselman, of Mendon, claims
that Mra Solomon Dill encouraged hia
attentions and finallyproposed marriage to him, but now declares there
was no engagement between them.
Musselman sued fbr damages.
Sold to Have Deed Canceled Stomps.

Flint, Nov.

27.

- On complaint

mms

New.*.’,v.v. y.y. »
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^ W-We«t,rnCreamery ? S
Dairy ............ 11

Fall anti

Winter.
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Butchers’ Btaere .......... 8 00

Texaa Btaera....... ....... *25
HOGS.. .......................
8M
SHEEP.... ....... ............ 1 60
.

Come and examine their Underwear, the most: complete
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line in the city; ate1*

Postofflee Inspector Eugene Pa well,
Louisa Hohu, of this city, wae arrested

Monday by United States Marshal

William A. Miller for using canceled LARD-Steam ................« 96
FLOUR—BprlnwPatents ..... 810
postage stamps. She waived examiJudgment for Michigan Carrier*.
nation and will be tried at the DecemWashington. D. C.,Nov.87.— The court ber term of the United States court
of claims has renderedjudgment In the
Entire Fire Fore* Quit*.
cases of seventy-sevenletter carriers,
Rye, No. .................
Spring Lake, Mich., Nov. 24.— The
arising under the eight-hoar law. Of
Bariov, Good to Choice.:..
these sixteen are from Lansing, forty- entire fire departmentresigned be- LUMBER— Jolhts .............1
Timbers ...........
1
4wo from Detroit fourteenfrom Bay cause President Blitz, of the village
..................
$ty, one from Flint, Mich., and ons council, would not reinstate Foreman
Shingles ...................
MILWAUKEE.
Nichols and Mason wbd were disNew York.
GRAIN— Wheat, No. 2 Spring I
charged for profanity at a fire. \
Corn, No. 8.^.. .....
• Down on Tobacco User*.
Oat*. No. t White ...... ...
Found Dead to Bed. • .«
legislative
, ,’ ansing, Nov. 20.— The
Kye. No. I.
Rye.
1.... .....
..... >•
Battle Creek, Nov. 27.-—Joshua
NO* B*e*e#« **•••*»•
d mittee of the MichiganTeachers’
- -------*••*,*#•*••*#««••
ciation will ask the legislature to Wade, a farmer living 8 miles noHh of
™
here,
was
found
dead
in
Ms
bed
Mon81V LOUIS.
tbit the issuance of teachers’
------____ o unde
__ _ir suspicious circum*
tea to any person who uses tobao- day morning
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pints, - quarts,

Export Beer

1

conference later on.

which comes out ahead to

Chicago and Holland Lager Beer.

1 doz.

of the firm of Parker, Webb A Co., of
this city, died at Richmond Sunday
evening. Mr. Parker was 76 years of
age. He left his place of business
Friday evening at 6
o’clock,but did not go to his home

Works

-f

gs was his custom. Search was
and Finishing Materials.
made for him and he was located at
Richmond, where he was token ill
Grand Rapids, Nov. 24. —The will of while on the way to his old home.
Thomas D. Gilbert was filed for pro- Mr. Parker was a prominent citiaen
bate Friday. The real estate is valued and a pioneer in the packing-house
at $100,000 and upward and the per- business in Detroit,having organized
THE MARKETS.
sonal propertyat $800,000and upward, the Willard Parker Packing comdany
New York. Nov. *7
but a conservative estimate of the forty yeara ago. This company was LIVE STOUK-Cettle. ...... fs 66
merged
into
the
present
one
some
...... 60
estate places it at over $600,000.
.......................
40)
is
The only public bequest is 16.000 years ago. _________
166
. -Minnesota Patents. 1 06
. MUls Pstenta ........ 4
to the Union Benevolentassoci- Women Sued for Breech of Promise.
ST— No. t Red ..........
ation. He providesfor his wife and
Centrevili.e,Mich., Nov. 84.— The
Northern
remembers bis two sisters and about unique spectacleof a man suing a
IvO. M**eeee *«**#**#****
thirty nephews and nieces. While liv- woman for breach of promise of marsee**eeee*•**• e***
ing he gave freely to charity and the riage has created a sensationhere.

an^lreiiVtlreTbat I win
Lending: DemocratsConfer.
the Mower leaves it, rakes it up and j every case of this kind brought before
Detroit, Nov. 84.— On Friday a num_____ ..
__ the
__ . wagon. _
load.
It on
woke
„„ a9 , wnse.
ber of prominentdemocrats of this
w
W V/f*V/ V*
V"
how hard the wind blows, the hay
quetme, lost the remainder of the pro- state held an informal conference at
must go on the wagon.
the Hotel Cadillac. Measure* for proceedings., „
TALK DON’T GO.
moting the cause of free silver and
BI will here challenge any and all
consideringthe future of democracy
lm-41
makes of Hay Loaders on a field
in Michigan were discussed.It waa
trial of five acres. Will take the jTWrjw<
decided to conduct a vigorous corresame number of horses and men, and
spondence with all the leading demothen see which will do Its work
crats in the state and hold a formal
*
•
e
the quickest and best. The machine warnlnflto

Ho>atter|.te
^

____

COPPII
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quartere he found that it was not only Father Bernardino Abbink, having just
not good but was sour and heavy, and left the place for Joliet, III, the home oi
Pnre Wines aid Liqaers for Medicinal that by reason of this he had suffered the order. The nuns are all old women
tortures,and had declined for this and but one or two of them have been
PnrpeMs.
reason and do other, to pay his board, outside the convent grounds for thirand here he rested his
ty-flve years. Some of them had never
The Judge had listeow with muwi | traveled on or seen a railroad car unProscriptions ill Recipes GvtIUlj CwnponM.
an the gentleman tak- til their departurefrom here and had
interest,and upoi
livered himself of the
ing
his
seat,
delh
Holland, Mich., Nov. 19, 1899.
to be almost forced to board the can.
following:
Will of Thonee 11. Gilbert
‘T have listened with Interest and
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»«•«« DEATH OF WILLARD PARKER.
A ProminentDetroit Business Man Exbread was good. He had been aRSiiM ®*lBt«nce o1 fift7. yefr8’ h“
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Chamberlain’sCough Remedy in the
Decatur voted adverselyon a propohouse,” says Jacob Brown, the leading Back, of tUlamasoo, are favorably sition to bond itaelf for $10,000for a
merchantof the place. This remedy mentioned.
waterworks plant
has proven of so much value for colds
HIS SKULL CRUSHED.
In a quarrel over a goose won at a
and croup in children that few mothraffle Louis Eleey fatally cut the throat
ers who know Its worth are willing
Meal* tee MUlmaa Meets a Terrible
of hia brother Charles at Detroit early
Death.
to be without it. For sale by Heber
CARRY A COMPLETE USE OF
Walsh.
MAXiintE, Nov. 31.— Lawrence Hill Sunday morning.
Bnobanan voted down a proposition
the night foreman at the Buckley A
to
Issue bonds for $10,000for power for
Douglas mifl, was the victim of a terriTheDyspeptk’RDmm.
ble accident Wednesday which re- waterworks
The case of the city of Menominee
sulted in his death. Hill had climbed
Chemicals,
ladder and with a stick was against John C. Larson and others for
By the dreamer.
attemptingto throw oft the belt $86,000 damages on a broken sewer
Patent Medicines,
from a pulley. In some man- contract waa decided for the defendStaple Drugs and
He was a tall, cadavaroua, dvspep ner the stick oanght, and, being ants.
tlo-looklng man, and he was before
Sundries,
whirled around, struck the unfortun- Thomas Black, of Coldwater, drove
the magistrateupon the suit of the
ate man on the forehead, cansing a under a wire clothes line in the dark
Paints,
landladyfor a week’s board. The fact
fracture of the skull The force of the and it caught him in the mouth, breakhaving
been
proven
conclusively,
that
Oils
he had occupied the quarters for the blow hurled him to the floor below ing the upper jaw on both
and Varnishes.
time named, the Judge, a very severe and a second fracture was made at the
palotc ,nd
looking old gentleman, asked, as 1 base
dmc of
oi the
wm> brain.
uram. Mr. Hill left a wife
supposed merely for form sake, what and two children.
Gov. Altgeld, of Illinois, issued a
requistion on the governor of MichiStationry, Fancy Good s, %eeieaTm*^ replied he
CONVENT ABANDONED.
gan for William Gill, wanted at Chiwhat in his oploiou, he considered a Its Occupant* Sent to Joliet, Hi., the Horn* cago for grand larceny ami under arPeriodicals, School
good
of the Order.
& College
rest at Albion.
That when he went to the lady’s I Harbor Springs, Nov. 25.-The fa-

MTIH

8. Our rubber goods

,

_

Swift.

Slums.

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE.

make, a porition on the
The lawyers oi western
wesveru Michigan Shoe
bench much more desirable than svei
Taft of tho United States
before and candidates are springing op circult coart a reception at the PenlnScheerhoorn & Kloosterman,
____
all
over the _____
state. Judge _McGrath’s
, b ,
Ranida
sular club
in Gr.nd
Grand Bapida
Three-shoveland Steal Frame
River and 7th
Holland. term expires next year, and the votes*
Arthur Mussulman, of Mendon, is
next spring will be called upon to suing Mra Solomon Dill for breach of
Cultivatorin the market.
select his successor.Judge Morse, of
Double Shovel and Steel Frame fiveUpeer, la" already in
him and^ow rlpudlate* Pthe
shovel cultivators,with Lever 62
Call for the Golden Niagara Canned
Judge
Cahill, of Laneing, a doe*
t
Goods, if you want the best. For
Spike Points. Harrows.
ngagemeiti’
ond. Hon. H. H. Hatch and ex-Dlatrlet
sale by G. Van Putten, Wm. Van
Spring Harrows.
Bert Samson, a colored inmate at
The above articleralways on hand. Dyke, Wm. Bosford & Co., and Wm. Attorney T. F. Sheperd, of Bay Cite, the state house of correction at Ionia,
1m have yearnings for this honor, while
P.H. WILMS.
Holland,Mich., May

Mr

;

—

CMIno

you with

to serve

Fan and

“

S' to the floor, but rallied aad EvangelicalLutheran •'
dropped
church at Sagran from the place. Wickwire Is fa- inaw, celebrated the fortieth annlverAll orders promptly filled and de* tally injured. Hia alater's wound la sary of hia pastorate Monday. His
llyered.
not fatal. It la alleged that a relative record shows 5,880 baptisms,1,870 coni. enspected
— —
Dairy and Creamery Butter.
end neighbor ie
of the firmationa, 1,494 marriages,1,W4
crime, and that it waa committed for buriala
0. G. Rumaey, living near Hliledale,
ahot and killed himself.
Old stand of McLeo, In Nles block.
ASPIRE TO THE BENCH.
Dr. R L. Obeta, dean of th* HornMany
Wank to Bneoeed Judge MeOmth la eopathic college at Ann Arbor, has reHolland, Oct. 31, ’92. 41 1m
th* Supreme Coart.
signed.
Laxuxo, Nov. 84.— —
It will be reIt baa been discoveredthat the inmembered that the last legislature fant son of Joseph Guerin, of Bay City,

to order if desired.

shake your summer Clothing

I

a chair

G. G.

are ready to

R.J and Shoe*, we are ready

partly recoveredconsciousness, raised ' Livingston A Block, .of Kalsmazoo, e
and struck him over the head. I fraudulent failure being alleged.

Butter and Eggsl

ing Material.

Made

.t

THAT’S OUR BUSINESS.

room. Juat as Ida, Teft, Weller & Co., of New York,
he waa leaving Wickwire, who had ware given a verdict of |8.b7l against
tried to back out of the

Wholesale >nd ReUil.l

Eighth

‘P"1*1

^

PHYSICIAN AND 8UBGE0N,
Office

M
WM

B*ntor' D*'

grabbed the m.n. Th. nmrd.ru
°P‘‘“ „,W'. Hnrln„ Llk,
turned on him and fired one .bob tb. The fnrnac.. of th. Spring Uk.
ball striking him In tba month and
*1 1
paulng directly through hU hud. wuk and wUl.mploy dlrutlyand Indh
The Mcond haU gUnoed around reotly about 400 men.
his eye; a third struck him in Hundreds of acres of potetoes on the
the stomach, and a fourth missed low lands around McDonald, Van
Clocks, Watch- him. Mra. Wickwire ran out of the Boren county, which bad not oeen
parlor and endeavored to tear the dug have been ruined by the recent

Groceries

M

K

SS

t

Goods, Flannels,
Shaker Flannels Ginghams,
Ice
Fadnatore, |
Tnw Cloth,

Dress

Wool,

Hoods,.

Ladles’ and Childrens’W6olen Hose*

tNapklue,

Handkerchiefs,

'Lgmpdoths,
Yarns

of all description,Woolen Skir4

......

.

Overalls, Outing Flannels,

*

Shlrto

from 35c op. .

_
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•
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stances:

any form.
In
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Nov. 26., an employe of the
fell into
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of the Count*

• Vet of BoltingPulp.

Detroit. Nov. 87,-United
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ducted four Sunday schools, with an
The Goodrich line betweep Muskeaverage attendance of over 250. A- gon, Grand Haven and Chicago will
mong the members of the association, suspend Sunday.
9. VAN 8CHELVEN, Editor.
comprising75 active and 30 associate,
Geo. S. Harrington, charged with
three Bible classes are in operation,
SATURDA Y. DEC. l.
hunting deer with dogs, was tried beworked on the inductive plan. The fore an Allegan Justice this week,
average attendance is 24. Last, but
Thanksgiving.
found guilty, and paid a fine of $50.
Between the different agencies and not least, is the mission band, compos- The Costing boys had a similar excombinations that set out to do a ed of students whose desire, God will- perience recently in fylke county.
kindly act for the poor during Thanks- ing, is to become foreign missionaries.
The North-west Classical Academy
The band numbers about eight active
giving week this year, the latter have
members.
The
regular
meetings
of at Orange City, Iowa, pf wttch Rey.
not been neglected,and in many a
Jas. F. Zweraer is prinOi^al,dedlca
household there was tangible ground our Y. M. C. A. are held every Tuesits new building TuejSiy. Prof.
for a hearty appreciationof the real day and Thursday evenings, from sevW. Beardslee, of this Sty, was p
en to eight o'clock. On Tuesday we
object of the day.
ent and on the prograjb oraifl
The religiousservices In the several hold the weekly prayer meetings and
Thursday the regular Y. M. C. A. for an address.
churches were well attended.
The next discussionin the econoIn the Public Schools and Hope meeting. All the meetings are open
to visitors, and we cordiallyinvite your mic series at Bergen Hall will be on
Oollege the lessons were suspended
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Holland City News.

Monday morning next.
The weather was such as to enjoy a
good Thanksgiving fire at the family
hearth.
The annual Thanksgiving offerings
In the Holland churches this year
were in keeping frith the very creditable reputationthese societies have established for themselves in the past
The Ninth Street Christian Reformed
Church gathered in $183.66, to be divided among the poor, the cause of
missionsand the theological seminary
until

presence.”

Monday evening next.

At the annual business meeting of
the Third Ref. church Sunday school
A. Vlsscher was re-elected superintendent, P. Gunat. secretary and

“The Co-operativesystem, or

in

mttm

CHRISTMAS
GREETING.

profit

We have what you want
you know

this store

if

you want it. In prices we have no rivals.

The

better

the more you’ll trade here.

A Free Art Gallery

to all.

H. P. Streng spent Thanksgiving
Grand Rapids.

BROUWER'S

Subject:

sharing.” Among those, that will
take part in the discussion will be
Prof. John H. Kleinheksel, Louis
treasurer, and H. Van Ark and E. Neumeister, I. Marsllje, D. L. Boyd,
and Geo. E. Kollen, with others to folVan der Veen, librarians.
low. Discussion and admission open

Persohal Mention.

JAS. A.

Among

our vlsitoW this week was
Mr. Hermanus Konlng, at one time a
Wm. H. Finch, the aged veteran, is resident of this city. He left about 15
on the sick list.
years ago for Kansas and moved from
at Grand Rapids. In the Market J. Wise has returned from Chicago thereto Martinsville, ,35 miles from
Street Holland Christian Reformed with a new stock of goods.
Indianapolis, Ind., where ’Ite now fo-'
Church $141 was collected for the VanR. Glllmore came from Detroit sides, on a 200-acre farm. Mr. Kon-

now established

is

artistic

our Store.

pleasure to visit us.

will be a

poor proper. This amount is ex- to spend Thanksgivingwith his ing expresses himself as much surclusive of what has been done during mother.
prised at the rapid strides made by
the week in the way of special chariMrs. L. E. Van Drezer and children this city in late years and in the imties. The Collection in the union serare making a visit to relatives in St. provement of the country surrounding,
vice of the First and Third Reformed
especially north of us.
. •
Paul, Minn.

in

manner. Our

If

We

you admire Fine Pictures to
frame pictures in the most

and best selected in

stock is the largest

the city.

.

.

f

churches, netted $40.

The Sons of Veterans of:jhis city
have arranged with the Dunbar
nbar Lycfr-:
Lyceurn Bureau for the entertainment on
Saturday evening, Dec. 8, at Lyceum
Opera House. The arttettAre Miss
Cornelia May, reader, Miss Laura MeMan Is. soloist, aqd Miss Alice McMv
n is, pianist. They1 come frell recom
mended, having elicited the highthe city Saturday.
est praises wherever they have perMrs. John Noise, a former resident
formed. Tickets 35 cents; no extra
of this city, is visiting her son, John
charge for reserved seats. . '
Astie, and friends.

The entertainment at the rooms of Jacob Prakken came from Grand
the Y. W. C. T., Tuesday evening, by Rapids to be with his parants on
the Ladies’ Aid Society of Hope Thanksgiving.
AartVan Duren, of the Michigan
Church, [p behalf of its charities,was
also a successful affair. Eight tables University, .came home to enjoy
were set, each in charge of two or Thanksgiving.
more ladies, and a large number of
Miss Nellie Walker, with Corl,
our citizens,with their families, re- Knott & Co., of Grand Rapids, was in
sponded

to the

invitation.The social

features of the occasion were as pleas-

ing as the service at the table was excellent. Fora real enjoyablehour ur
evening it seems that the spacious
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Misner of Grand
rooms of the Y. W. C. A. are essential.
Haven spent Thanksgiving with their
.The proceeds of the evening were $50.
daughterD.L. McLeod.
In accordance with an established
custom, annual congregationalmeet- Rev. T. W. Mullenburg and wife
visited the latter’s parents, Mr. and
ings were held in several of the Holland churches of this city, for the elec- Mrs. P. Slooter, last week.

«

,

•

ADDITIONAL LOCALS.

The Third Ref. church, at a congregational meeting held on Monday

number of our citizens attender the shootingmatch at Zeeland
Thursday afternoon, the result of
large

Beautiful Parlor Tables, Elegant Easels, Lovely Upholstered Rockers.

Make your selections now. We will hide

JAMES

involves a roll of carpeting, valued at
$58.23. It appears that the goods
were duly ordered from a Cincinnati
firm through a traveling salesman,
shipped from the factory in Pennsylvania and receipted for by the Union
R. R. line. It is claimed further that
the goods arrived at the C. A W4 M..
freight house in this city, at any rate
Mr. Brouwer receipted for the same,
while on the other hand he positively

JMCJk.V#

The query is, what
roll of carpet,

For Sale by

to

New

Mexico, where

a

brother

were brought to Grand Rapids for
terment.

The

in-

have reduced pri$2.00 per, ton on
(Com and Oats) and
on Cora Mtal.

l».

Common

We grind grists of Corn, Data,
Rye, Barley, Buckwheat, also
Wheat for stock feeding with
tbe utmost promptness.
Toll can be paid in grain or
cash. Have Feed Roll with

’

-

<

.

hardware

PORTS or STANDING COMMimtlB

th* Honorable,the Mayor and
Council of the City of Holland.

er organizationin the city, is
flourishingcondition and its

also

Custom Stone and

Experienced men

IB

in

Bolt.

THE WALEI-DE BOO MILLING
Holland, Nov.

27,

CO.

1884.

To the Honorablethe Mayor and

i

m

^

JL*!’.

Yonr specie! committee on Block ‘'A” beg

Gentlemen
At a meeting of tbe Board of
PnbUc Worfca of the City of Holland. Mich., held
with tbe owners of land adiolning Fourteenth Nov. Wth. 1691 the following resolution waa a*
and Thirteenth streets If rxtendeddue eeat to dopted;
tbe boundaries of tbr elty llmita and that they
Beeolwd, tbat tbe clerk be and hereby is inare willing to deed to tpeeity,free of charge,tbe
structedto present a copy of the report of the
ground for 60 ft. atreetathrough Block "A" to

tbe eastern llmita

M

1\

superintendent regardingthe

of

ii

sufficient

This means
insures to

capaci-

ci-

H. Habukakn,
a. HiaafNQTON,

speedy recovery

of this, popular

young

lady.

m

Holland. Mich . Nov.

To

keep in

to

them a sure guarantee of the quality, and

them “honest goods at honest prices.”

We

don’t carry the largest stock but

We

don’t carry the best goods,

We

don’t carry the cheapest goods, for they are

we can always

but we make them

iftth.1894.

the Honorablethe Board of Public Workt

Twelfth

street.

;

!

‘
19111'

-i.

UlU

ilL X

^

09

.0

f*

IS

iTiTiiUsTil

Uh

all

kinds of
'’Iv*

Extravagant Claims,
Tor that is

rediculousto thinking people.

Revolved that the oommunioatlon be, and
is accepted and the recommendationsof
the board granted, insofar that they advertise
In the Holland City News one week tbat seeled

«

otir

(Mail

on us and get your money*s worth.

proposals will he receivedby the hoard of Public

Works

of the City of Holland for an altehisting
currant Inoadesoent dynamo of 1200 to 1500 11

capacity and that the clerk be inahraotod
wilts to such persone as have furnished

mtie

figure* of tbe cost of

dynamos and

to

other parties who are engaged In

*S47

..........

agree and hold

hereby

•

••

Bosnian hare appeared and took bis ssat.

By Aid. Xjokkar,

eommon council for payment,vis:
lance Cq., lupplie.

dont make

Gao. H. 8d»p,
Clerk Board of Public Works.

Aid.

Filed.

the

We

.

rfrSaid rolls were confirmed'and directedtb tbe

board of
public works Nov. vY/th, Ml. were oertlfled to
'

expensive.

'

supervisorsaooonJIngto section Mof tftfc 77 of
the city charter.

l‘ir1

offer to

L0fcX£kr

K.

.

‘Ml

our

repair for six months, free of charge, all goods sold by us.

ty of the

News.

work

1

in

leave to report,that they have bad a conference

-r

iWs ik

They are especially interested

Common Coun-

Gentlemen

.

ifri

Prices.

.

on

.‘rt' -

Low

charge.

Common

A. very pleasant social gatheringwas
Aid. Mokma was excused from further attanng greasy blessed. Savsthesec- held at the home of Mrs. 0. E. Yates
dinoe at this seealonof the council. *
"Our object is to promoteta
Monday evening. About forty The oliy marabal reported the collectionof
Christian fellowship and a people met in an entirely informal the followinglight fund moneye and receipt of
feeling of brotherhood among way and listened to a short program tbe city treasurer for same:
To cols tractionwork at the Holland Forboys. In Y. M. C. A. work there consistlnglof reading, singing and in •
nlture factory ........................$933 79
no class distinctions.In entering strumcntal music, after which a light. To lights ................ ..... ............. 4 88

*.

at

.

Tbe following bills were allowed,vis :
I. Van der Vran,
g 3
Jee. Huntley, grade atakee and glees for

To

Good goods

capacity of 125 bushels per hour,
t.

'

A., as well as

The People are interested in

Grinding ot Grists.

Navigation has closed and the folG.J.DiyXfcHA.
of the City of Holland.
City Attorney,
GeatleaeD-I beg leave to call yonr attention
lowing
boats have been laid up here
The leader next Sunday afternoon
’ . Committee.
feet that the incandescent dynamo now In
for the winter: Steamers City of Holwill be Prof. J. H. GHlespiq.
On motion Aid. Scbooo, ,
{•very ranch overloaded, and farther that
land, Soo City, Mabel Bradshaw, MuTbe report waa adopted and recommendations tyare la a call for more light* from prospective
At the annual election pf officers of
sic and Lizzie Walsh; schooners R. ordered oarried out, by yeas and nays, as enstomersthan under preeent conditions wa are
the Y. P. S. C. E. of thfe Third Ref.
able to furnish.
Ranters, Addle, Rambler, and Kate follow*:
church the following officers were eYeee: Lokker, Bcbonten, Scboon, Flleman . The above mentioned dynamo Is of 750 light
E. Howard.
lected: Jacob Gee/llngs, president;
Dalman, Habermann, Mokma, Harrington^.
capacity or 17)4 ampirea and at present has maxNaje-O.
Miss Nellie Jonkman, who has been
tn Henry Van Ark, v^e president;Miss
imum lead In from 40 to 45 empires every evenCOMMUNICATIONSPBOM OTT omc*l».
ing. Spas means should be taken to furnish loMartha Prakken, kecretary; Miss Deh- an invalid for aome time, on Monday
creased oapkdtv an 1 X beg leave to submit bareThe
Board
of
Assessors
at
tbe
City
of
'Honaud
last
submitted
to
an
operation
for
apHa Van Dyk, treasurer. The presireported the following iptoial aesinsmeot wttbtn approximateestimate of the cost of redents of the various committeesare: pendicitis at the bands of Dr. S. C.
rolls for the payment of the reveralfostall- placing present machine with on* of 1100 to UOO
Lookout, M>s Jennie Kremers: pray- Graves of Grand Rapids. The opera- menta falling due February 1, 1804: Thlrtoecth, cap»clty. Cost of dynamo, switch beard
er meeting, Mrs. Geo. E. Kollen; so- tion seems to be a success and the land. Maple, Pine. Central 'Eleventh, West instruments, etc., IttO to 1500 lights, $1800
clal, Miss Anna Van Putten; mission, friends and parents are to be congra- Ninth, Fourteenth, West Tenths Ewt Eleventh,$*»0
Respectfully submitted.
tulated upon the prospects of the Week Eleventh, Fish aud Sixth, and Bast
Miss Hannah Te Roller.

Y.M.C.

DOESBURG.

Counoll.

Bou.Ain>.Mieb.. Nov, 37, 1894.
The common ooaoeU met purenani to adjourn
meet and, to tbe absence of the Mayor,
On motion of Aid. Dalman
Ald.Habermann was appointed to preeidefertbe
time being.
Present: Alda. Lokker, Bchoutou, Bcbooo,
Fllemen, Dalman, Habenoesn; .Mokma.
and Harrington, and the Clerk.
j v.
Reedingof mlantee vai impended, ;.

this city, Sunday afternoon, are idcreasing fft attendance .and Inte<est.

College

O.

tomcuii.

present Incandescent dyuamo for supty ao as to extend Thirteenth and Fourteenth
plying the inhabitants of tbe city with electric
streets to lines parallel with their prtsentoonre;
lightingand recommend to the conooll tbat fit you.
ee ; provided,the city will pay the sum of one
antborllybe given the board of public works to
H. DeKruifJr., the Zeeland agrihundred and thirty dollar# for removing the
culturalimplement dealer, has been dwelling boose now on Thirteenth street. We advertisefor bids for an incandescent dynamo
at stated In the reportof tbs superintendent and
duly preparing for his winter trade think that thle is a reasonable propositionfor ibe
to award contract for aame.
cityto
beer,
and
reoommend
that
the
proposition
and will have something to announce
to order.
Tiie report of the operlntendentto which the
of aald property holdersbe accepted.
in that line in next week’s issue of
abote
resolution
refers.
Is as follows :
J.
>

Y. M. C. A. gospel meetings in the

J.

ces

to pay forit?

is

u4

The onlr m*, mm
reliable Female FILL
ever offered to Ladiee,
especially reoonunmdI ed to married Ladiee.

We

has become of that

and who

»

JL JL

PENNYROYAL PILLS

denies ever having r^cfilyed the goods.

JU

\waa also staying, for his health, and
died there last week. His remains

BROUWER,

A.

RIVER STREET.

three

y went

you until Christmas.

niture dealer, figuresas defendant. It

evening,by a vote of 41 out of 46, extended a call to Rev. P. Moerdyke of
election booths .................
*<*>
which is given in our Zeeland corres- J. & H. De Tong, paid one poor order.'....-8 00
Chicago.
Lokker A Batgeii,
..'.J 4 SO
The Theol. seminary of the Holl. pondence.

Chr. Ref. Church at Grand Rapids Among the recommendationsfpr
mourns the loss of one of its teach- harbor improvements submitted to
ers. Prof. G. Berkhof, who has been Congress are Holland for $18,000, and
connected with that institution for Saugatuck for $35,000, with $224,000
seven years as scholar and teacher. for its completion.
Last June he graduated and was at
We learn that negotiationsare
once called to the professorship in the
pending by which the stmr. Mable
literary department. Although then
Bradshaw will establisha tri-weekly
In poor health, he accepted the call,
line next summer between Chicago,
hoping after a few months’ of much
Montague and Pentwater.
needed rest to assume his duties. He

it for

'

rrnnoNe a*d aocotht*. (

A

in the City.

Jas. A. Brouwer, the River street fur-

:

Church Items.

Reed and Rattan Chairs and Rockers ever shown

of

A very interestingcase is pending
in one of our local courts, wherein

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Workman, of
C. Ref. church Henry .Geerling, Hull, Iowa, formerly residentshere,
Jacob DeBoe and Mr. Garyelink were will spend the winter at Lebanon, Mo.,
elected, and J. H. Tula was re-elected for their health.
as elders, Messrs. G. W. Mokma and
Miss Lena Kollen, of the Grand RaMatt Notier declining a re-election. pids Public Schools, spent ThanksgivJas. A. Brouwer, C. Van Vyven, J. ing vacation with her uncle
Toppen, and Wm. Verboef were cho* PresidentKollen.
sen deacons, the first three being reMiss Katie Wagner was in Grand
elected.
/Rapids on business this week, in the
In the Ninth Street Holland Christinterest of Mrs. M. Bertsch’smillinian Reformed church the retiring offi- ery establishment.
cials were re-elected.Elders:. J. A.
Mrs. N. G. Squire and daughter
Peyster, T. Keppel, B. Kruldenier,
Maude, of Grand Haven, were the
and H. Takken; Deacons: H. Hlddlnk
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Scheland L. Beeuwkes. The question of a
ven Thanksgiving.
new organ, new pews and ImproveB. D. Keppel and wife, and Mrs. A.
ment of the church yard was also disVan
Raalte, of Grand Haven, spent
cussed, and postponed to the congreThanksgiving
at the home of Mr. and
gational meeting to be held on New
Mrs.
J. G. Van Putten.
Year.
tion of officers. In the Market Street

H.

The Finest Line

same i tbe terms of payment to be
time of lettieg contract;1
are In, to

submit

contract is

i

i

ajpgllKi

times.

m

How They Did COME.
How They Did BUY.
Every purchaser
January

1 is

our great advance sale preparatory to change of firm
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of can go back in Imagination to the lit- family has always found the very best
results follow Its use; that he would
pairs of shoes for his soldiers. For tle village as It existed at that far-off
not be without It, if procurable. G.
time. There are the long palisades, A. Dykeman, druggist, Catskili, N.
There are those who would make It the protection of the few cattle that
appear that ThanksgivingDay was remained the whole colony turned out erected as a defence against the Indi- Y., says that Dr King’s New Discovans. Above them rises the windmills ery is the best cough remedy; that he
distinctlya ^ew England festival in and built a stout fence “from the
with their long arms, like the wings has used it in his family for eight
great
Bowery,
or
farm,
across
the
Eitt origin, but It is not so. That its
years, and it has never failed to do
manual plantation,” near the site of of hugh birds, and there are the quaint all that is claimed for it. Why not
first lootprint appears on the soil of
gable ends and tall chimneys of the try a remedy so long tried and tested.
New Plymouth cannot be disputed. the present Wall street.
Trial bottles 10 cts. at
Several expeditions were planned a- Dutch houses, built like those in the
The festivalwas observedthere as a
H. Walsh, Holland,
gainst the Indians. Only on^ of these bid country.
ai vest feast and special thanksgiving
A. De Krulf, Zeeland.
Along
the
twisting,
narrow
streets
Regular size 60c. and
Iw
to the Lord for the bounteous bai^ came to anything. Captain John Unwe can see the Dutch settlerscomplavests of the /ear. But Thanksgiving derhill,of Plymouth, was at New Amcently walking to the queer little
lid*
days were celebratedelsewhere than sterdam, the same gallant soldier fachurch.
They walk, like figures out
mous
in
Whittier’s
lays
of
the
MerriIf you want anything in the line of
in New England. In New Amsterof Diedricb Knickerbocker’s pages, Hair goods, call on Mrs. C. H. Harmack, as:
dam there is a deep footprint.
‘-CaptainJohn Underhill,bearing aoara.
the governor and the dignitariesin mon, over Cha’s Harmon's barber
The Dutch settled New York io
From Indian ambush and Flemish wan.”
their short, quilted doublets, baggy
Holland, Mich., Nov. 15, 1804.
1614, six years before there was a sinHe was selected to lead the forces of breeches, low-crowned, broad-brim43- 2m
gle Englishman on the soil of New
the Dutch against the ConnecticutIn- med hats and Spanish shoes; and
England. They gave the name of diaus in the vicinity of Greenwich.
there are the buxom, rosy Dutch
A large assortment of solid silver
New Amsterdam to the little colony, One hundred and fifty three men in
women in their voluminous petticoats, forks, spoons, etc. at
in remembrance of their old home vessels, with Ensign Van Dyck as
Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
long cloaks and scarlet hoods.
near the Zuyder Zee. The growth of
second in command, sailed away from
And there goes the good Domine,
the settlementwas slow at first. New
New Amsterdam one spring day. The his Bible and hymn book under his
Amsierdam wasavery trivial, quiet expeditionlanded at Greenwich and
arms. Last of all the young folks,
place. Thirty years after its settle- the men toiled through the deep snow
perfect fac-simiks in dress of their sirment the Dutch village did not nnm- to Stamford, where six hundred Ines, who took back seats. The streets
tier more than two hundred fulldian wariors were gathered in a of New Amsterdam must have been
grown male citizens, besides the fifty strongly palisadedvillage.
emptied. At the palisades alone the

First Thanksgiving on
hattan Island.
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or sixty soldiers in the garrison.

It was a clear, cold night, March 12,
One cause of this slow progress was 1644, and the moon shone brightly.
the troubles with the Indians. More
It was midnight when the whites apthan once the Infant settlementcame proached the Indian village. The
near going up In smoke and down in
wigwams were built in three rows, and
ashes. The inefficient management their pyramidal shallows stretched aof Governor William ELieft, whom
cross the white snow in the moonWashingtonlrvlng condemned to lastlight. The savages had been celebraing ridicule In his Knickerbocker his'log one of their annual festivals, and
tory, finally brought the affairs of the
it was late when the village sank into
colony to its lowest

ebb. An

of those times thus writes:

annalist

quietness.

When

The

Man

'

___

Running

Q

grim

sentinels stood with loaded
Sores.|
matchlocks,keeping eyes and ears open, lest the war-whoops of dusky warriors should alarm the worshlppen
and disturb the observance of that
Thanksgiving Day.
the
It was a day of sober quiet and solemn devotion. All con vi vial ty, games
Sting.
and labor were forbidden. The little
Dutch boys could not play ball or go
COITMIOUS
fishing, and even the steady burghers,
BLOOD
owiMUMml
for once, I imagine, laid aside their
moveat .
long-stemmed tobacco-pipes.It was
A TllufeW tflttlMI
IMtMflW.
a devout Thanksgiving Day, Indeed,
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga
In New Amsterdam.—Fred Mynm Col-
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only

was still the Dutch advan“Partiesof Indians prowled about
ced, dischargeda volley of bnllets into
day and night over ManhattanIsland,
killing the Dutch not a thousand pa- the doomed village,and charged
ces from Fort Amsterdam. No one sword In hand. The savages made a
dared to move a foot dtf fetch a stick desperate resistance, but the Dutch by, tn Chr. Intelligencer.
of firewood without a strong escort.
succeededat last in firing the combusThe women aud children lay concealDid Yon Ever
ed in straw huts, while their husbands tible wigwams. The red warriors
Try
Electric
Bitters as a remedy for
and fathers mounted guard on the were shot down in the light of their
W. A. Me Quire, a well-known cltl- Croup Is a terror to young mothers,
S
NO MUCAMNOi
crumbling ramparts above. For the blazing lodges. More than six hun- your troubles? If not, get a bottle
zen of McKay, Ohio, Is of the opinion To post them concerning the first
now and get relief. Thif medicine
for; Itself was almost defenceless.It
that there is bottling as good for chll- symptoms, and treatment is the obdred Indians perished. Of those who
CH& ENAMELLED CALF
has been found to be peculiarly adaptresembled rather a mole hill than a
dren troubledwith colds and croup as Ject of this Item. The first indication
crowded
the
little
village
at
nightfall,
ed to the relief and cure of all female
fortressagainst an enemv.”
Chamberlain’sCough Remedy. He of croup is hoarseness. In a child who
complaints, exerting a wonderful and
5.W POLICE, 3 Soles. has used it in hls family for several is subject to croup It may be taken as
The winter of 1643-44was especially but eight escaped. None of the
white- were killed and only a few direct Influence in giving strength and
years with the best resultsand always a sure sign of the approach of an atdark and disheartening. The prevtone to the organs.
keeps a bottle of It In the house. Af- tack. Followingthis hoarsenessIs a
wounded. The victors bivouacked in
If you have loss of appetite,constiious summer had been one of Indian
ter having la grippe he was himself peculiar, rough cough. If Chambei^
the snow until daylight,when they pation. headache, fainting spells, or
terror and depredation,and the bar^
troubled with a severe cough. He Iain’s Cough Remedy is given as soon
set out upon their return, arriving at are nervous, sleepless,excitable* melused other remedies without benefit as the child becomes hoarseor even afvests had not all been gathered by the
ancholy or troubled with dizzy spells,
New
Amsterdam
like Roman conquerand then concluded to try the chil- ter a rough cough has appeared It will
husbandman who planted them. Thq
^ | SEND FOB CATALOGUE
Electric Bitters is the medicine you
dren’s medieiue and to bis delight it prevent the attack. It bas never
ors, the second day afterwards.
rWk*D0UaLA3,
need. Health and strength are guarcattle that had escaped destruction
soon affected a permanentcure. 25 been know to fail. For sale by Heber
BROCKTON,
MASS,
iteed hv Its use.
For this decided and brilliant vicwere huddled within the walls.' and
and 50 cent bottles for sale bt Heber Walsh..
fcr
MrebMlBf
W.
L*
Van em» mum
Large bottles only fifty cents.
im-41
were already beginning to starve for tory over their dreaded foes it was
Walsh.
Im-U.
-ge
iVmamifactti
rera
cl
Became, we are
Sold by
felt
that
ordinary
methods
of
celebrawant of forage. Food was doled out
Heber Walsh, Holland; adveniaedahoes
Boss Filled Cases with Elgin Move- Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
the value byi
A. De Krulf, Zeeland.
. with ' a sparing hand, and famine tion would not suffice. Gov. Kleft
Moat
Mort Perfect Made.
Miifc
-ice*
and
the
nUddfcma^profitl^'oufrtS
seemed hoveringnear. Many had not accordingly proclaimed a day of public
1
sufficient clothing for their necessi- thanksgiving. March 15th was the
all
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ties. Early in spring a vessel belong- day set apart for that purpose, and if.
ing to the great Patroon. Van Bens- Wits the first Thanksgivingthat was
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A splendid

line

of Diamond Rings, entsbe sure

Studs, Pins, and Ear-rings at
Stevenson’s Jewelry Store.
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EVEN THE KING

ANTS AGAINST SNAK?,
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BREWERS’ HORSES.

ABOUT EMBLEMS.

AO

ID
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A Carload Proceed Which Hftft Met with
Some Success111 France.

Slgnlllcance of Many of Thom Bhroud- They Ar*, ft* a Bale, F»t from Efttlft*
Brewery Grain.
Who
Liked to
od la Mystery.
Citizen.
A very m*el method of making sugar
' J. '
Battle.
Did
you
ever
see a thin, square, cadavA well-known Washingtonianof What the learned Dr. Aiken once
Of
all
the
extraordinary
communicahas
been patented in France by M.
"While camping In Alabama during
porting proclivities who ha« recently t called "A Visible linage of an Invisible erous, bony horse pulling a brewery
Pellegrini,says the American Archithe late war," said Col H. C. Cross man tions that have ever reached King
wagon?
Probably
not
in
New
York,
returned from Europe spends about Thing," In fact the emblem, has so litof Dayton, 0., according to the St Humbert since he ascended to the hnlf his time telling his friends the tie record in modern tiroes, that even though such a thing could happen, tect Sugar is, Ahemloally, a compound
Louis Globe-Democrat,"I witnessed an throne, says a Rome letter, one story of how he mode a big winning the encyclopediasgive concerning it though it would not pass without no- of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, in
attack of a band of black ants upon a which he received the other day for the while crossing the pond, says the Wash- only the dictionarydefinition. Yet tice. The reason for it Is simple, says such proportions that if carbonic acid,
water and certain kinds of Illuminpurpose of inquiringin aU seriousness
striped snake.
two centuries ago it formed the subject the New York Sun. These horses are
Ington News.
ating
gas could be persuaded to unite,
whether
he
could
read
or
write
was
"One evening, while I was trying to
"We had been out three days,?1says for the work of some of the best fed on what Is known aa “brewers',

Mmmbert Won

'

In

n Loo* mud

K*r4tlnfi

dad

to

Hako a Rctnrn Like a Common Th« Good Fortmio of an Ocean TravelerTho

In the proper quantities,the composihe, ‘‘and had exhausted nearly every writen, painters and engravers of Eu- grain,"the residue of the brewing proc- tion of sugar would be exactly Imiess, a nourishingbut unsalableprodrope;
while
antiquity
has
illustrated
it
means of amusement, when far away
tated. Hitherto no one has been able
lifted one corner of the blanket nnu
on the horizon we sighted the smoke of in a myriad of forms, the meaning of uct of the brewery. When the labor
to make sugar by mixing water with
found a snake between three and four
an approaching steamer. Speculation which is In thousandsof instances lost of beer making is ended gallons of
two kinds of gas, but M. Pellegrini
feet in length. I quickly hit it with a
these
grains
In
liquid
form
are
poured
among the sporting element at onco to ns in the mystery and darkness that
small stick, but the reptile seemed
into
closed wagons and .cartedto the claims to have succeeded. The apovershadows
the
history
of
lo
much
of
took the form of the nationality of the
hardly stunned by the blow, so I picked
stables, where they are fed to the paratus he uses consistsof a large block
vessel At length some one suggested human life.
it up on the end of the stick and threw
horses. 'They are fattening,and give of pumice stone, cleansed by soaking,
Any
object
which
presents
at
A
that we each put one hundred dollars
first in sulphuric acid and then In wait about fifteen feet away The snake
into a pool, and eight of us did so. glance a meaning beyond Its mere ap- brewery cart horses that* rotundity ter, whichis set In an iron box plated
landed on a large ant hill Almost inwhich
is the marvel of many, who do
pearance
is
an
emblem.
The
torch
for
Miniatureflags of the eight principal
with nickel inside. The length of the
stantly the ants poured forth from
maritime nations were depositedIn a Illumination, the scales for Justice,the not understand the true cause of it
their nest, which was underneath, and
It la estimated that nearly seventy per box is three times that of the pumice
anchor
for
Hope,
the
owl
for
Wisdom,
bag, and each of us took a draw
stone block, which is tightly fitted Into
began a vigorous attack upon the in- property.
"Well, you can imagine my feelings the butterfly for the Soul, the scythe cent of brewers’ grains are water and
As
a
land
owner
of
the
district
the
the middle, and pipes are arranged to
truder, who was soon covered by scores
unavailable
for
transport,
except
At
and
hour-glass
for
death.
The
first
at
when 1 found that the one I had taken
convoy the ingredients to the empty
of his assailants,biting him fearfully. name of the king figures on the eleclarge
expense,
for
considerable
diswas that of Italy. The smallness of tem|)t at writing was emblematical,
The battle raged with fury, the snake toral register, and every citizen, be- her navy and merchant marine became and Chinese writing is so to this day. tance, and, more than this, they spoil ends of the box, as required. Ttfo of
fore he is permitted to cast hi* vote, is
them enter from the sides, and serve
writhing about in torture.
painfully apparent to me, and visions So were the Egyptian hieroglyphics easily, so must be used at once as they
"The contest at first seemed an un- obliged to furnish satisfactoryevidence of a cool century gone In a moment be- and the same can be said of our own come from the brewery, hotandstesm- to bring carbonic acid and hydro-carbon
equal one, for the snake was rapidly that he can read and write. Of course gan to roll up before my eyes, t The Indian picture writing.
ing. In some places,especially out of gas, while another pipe from above
branches so as to reach both empty
thinning out his persecutors, but on King Humbert has complied with the English flag, by some sort of hog.luck,
All coinage, Irom the first Hebrew New York, these brewers’ grains are
the other hand the ants were numer- demands of the burgomaster,and has had fallen to an Engliahmon.tndin his shekel to the lost American dollar; all fed to cattle with very good result, portions of the box and conveys steam.
ous and quick In their aggressive set an example to his subjects by per- mind’s eye he had that eight hundred the flags of all nations;all state or na- but In this city the supply is taken up All the pipes are fitted with valve and
pressure gauges.
Aovements. The snake with one blow forming his duties as a citizen.
dollars dead sure. And how he did tional seals, are emblematicalof some- chiefly in the stables of the largest
Italy is about the only country where
Another pipe, at the bottom of the
of his toll would kill or wound a long
breweries.
thing. The cross, the crown, the scepchaff us.
line of ants, but the active little crea- such an incident could occur, since in
Very few persons have stopped to box, serves as an outlet. At first this
"Woll, I had nothing to say, anft you ter, the miter, every church steeple in
tures were soon reinforced by fresh other monarchical countries, partica- can bet I played my part-well until the every land, mosque, minaret and pago- compute the extent to which horses pipe is closed, as Is also the steam pipe
troops and fought with a desperation larly England, the sovereignand the vessel get alcrgfide of us. Then I al- da, temple and shrine, idol and fetish, are necessary in the brewery business. from above, and carbonic acid is forced
wonderfnl to behold. I was astonished prince of the blood are subjected to most went into hysterics,for there at all are emblems.
The largest of the city brewerieshas into one end of the box, while ethylene
gas Is forced into the other, under equal
beyond measure to see the tactics of the same restrictions as the peers of her mast flew the banner of
Evpry letter in every
language, every two hundred and fifty horses constant
Wj/M
the ants. When they saw their num- the realm, and are debarredfrom cast- Italy. I was so evercome by -my ex-, figure, the sign of every trade and pro- ly In use in delivering kegs of beer to pressure and in equal volumes. A few
bers were being lessened they dis- ing votes at the polls for the lower traordinary luck that I spent nearly fession, the roses of England, the lilies customers distributedabout New York minutes later the steam valve above
patched couriers for fresh relays of house of the legislature, the theory half of my winnings in pledging Italy of France, Ireland's shamrock and city and Brooklyn. The next largest Is opened and the steam forced In
being that, possessing by virtue of
soldiers, who appeared on the scene in
has two hundred horses, and so on under the same pressure.As he gases
in the best of wines before we landed Scotland’sthistle, are all emblems.
due time to replace the killed or wound- their birth seats in the house of lords.
down the list, the total number of unite the pressure falls, so that the
in New York. The captain of our ves- And yet, strangelyenough, It it only
It is not proper that they should in any
brewery horses In the city footing up supply of each must bo kept oonstanL
; Y -V
by
persistent
search
that
one
can
find
sel toH me afterwardthat this was the
At the end of half an hour the supply
"Ihe moon after t time lit np the way influencethe electionsto the lower first Italian ship he had met on the high out even the. least about the origin of five thousand.
of gas Is shut off, the outlet pipe is
scene, but as there appeared no near chamber.
this
class
of
art,
the
meaning
of
its
seas for five years.”
SILK FROM WOOD.
opened and one of the chambers is
termination of the struggle 1 gave up
varied forms, the hidden sense being
THIS
MAN'S
SIN.
A
Recent
Discovery of Great Commercial found to be filling with syrup, conwatching It and, stretchingmyself
often lost utterly while only the'form
A WHISTLING SNAKE.
Importance.
taining twenty-five per cent of sugar.
again on my blanket,went to sleep. HU Single Aim Wu to Get an Advertiseremains
It !• One of the DeadlleatSerpents Found
At Bradford, England,silk has been The syrup Is drawn off for refining,
Before striking tents the next morning
ment and lie Succeed od.
In New Guinea.
HIS LEG WAS BROKEN.
made from wood pulp so much like the and as soon as tho apparatus is cool it is
f went to look at the battle ground.
Stand in the public thoroughfare
The
discovery of the Horn expedition
real thing that It bids fair to occupy a ready for a fresh charge. Tho ethylene
The slain insects were scattered in gazing at anything real or imaginary
to the McDonnell ranges In Australia Bat It Wu » Wooden Lee and Didn’t place In commerce and use. It is pro- gas can be obtained by roasting rosin
every “direction,but there were si* or and the dozens who gather round you
Hart Him Serloaiily.
of a remarkable specimen of natural
duced by subjecting vegetablefiber to or •grease, but M. Pellegrini’spatent
seven watchful ants upon the back of will multiply soon into hundreds, and,
_
__
_______ ______ Police officers detailed In charge of
the action of various acids, the re- covers other hydro-carbons,such as
the snake, which lay stretched out if you stick to it, perhaps thousands. history called a “whistling spider.
whose* peculiarity consistsin producing postal wagons see more of the woes and sult being a product said to be identical
petroleum products. The explanation
dead near the ant hill"
A crowd as big os the street could hold a whistling noise by the simple opera- His of suffering humanity than most
for a block gathered round a sign tion of drawing its fore leg across its people Late one night a short tipie with the filament of the worm, having Is that the three gases arc condensed
Its lightness,luster and all its qual- in the pores of the pumice stone and
HEALTH IN CORN BREAD.
painter. They ralliedIn curious excite- jaw, seems at the moment to bo out- ago a LTiicago saloonkeepercalled for
ment and dispersed in disappointed done. Sir William Macgregor,the ad- the ambulance from the West -Chicago ities, including that of durability there unite;’ but M. Maumene, who has
Thli Accounts for the Good Conditionof
Commercially speaking, says the Phil- made some experiments,declaresthis
disgust
ministrator ot British New Guinea, is •enne station, saying there was a man
the Southern LeborafcH
“My Sin,” in huge flaming letters, was now in the field with another extract lying on the sidewalk near Carpenter adelphia Ledger, the importanceof the to be doubtful, and in Cosmos expresses
Behold the average colored laborer
what the painter had already printed. dinary discovery-a whistlingsnake, and Front streets badly injured and discovery can hardly be overestimated, doubt ns to the success of the process.
on a southern plantation, said lion. P.
and it is possible that it will produce
If ever a crowd was bent on anything
STORIES FROM THE SKY.
B. Winston, of Minhesota and Vir- it was on the discovery of what that sin In his latest report Sir William says unconscious. The unfortunate was the most revolutionary consequence in
that a large number of deaths occurred bundled into the ambulanceand
ginia, recently. How fat and sleek he
Historical and TraditionalStories of the
the
trade
in
that
commodity
everywas. They asked each ether what it early this year in the Rigo district of landed in the examining room at the
Fu’l of Aerolite*.
looks; how his shining eyes and
might be and hazarded guesses while New Guinea from snake bite. The ad- county hospital. On the way to the where. The world’s stock of silk, both
smooth, ebony skin reveal the robust
Every country and every age has its
woven and raw, is immense and has althe man laid by his red paiet pot and
ministrator points out that the island hospital the sufferer became partially ways held a staple value likely to hp historical,semihistorical or traditionphysical man. He is a type of perfect
brought forth a green instead.
conscious and indicated that his right
Is infested by a small speciesof black
health, and to what does he owe his
much shaken and disturbed by the in- al stories concerning immense stones
(a What would the next word be**
snake, which is very fierce. Tho leg was the cause of great discomfort. trusion of a new supply which can be falling from the sky; or, more propsuperb condition? I'll tell yon In two
The crowd grew so excited they called
words— corn bread. There Is the to the man: "What Is ItT "Tell ns." natives declare that whenever a man He could not speak English, but the cheaply and abundantly produced. erly, from space. Levi tells of a whole
officersunderstood that his right leg
grandest food product in the world, "Go on.” "Hurry.” "Paint quick H goes near one it rushes at him, utterSamples of yarn, fringe, braid, gimps, shower of aerolites which fell on
ing
sounds
which
they
describe
as
rebad been injured. In the examining sewing silks, handkerchiefs, bro- mountains near Rome in the year
and all honor to the noble American you won’t talk,” until it seemed hi
who Is trying to teach the old world might grow too bothered to print any- sembling a whistle. "Shortlybefore I room he made an extremelywry face cades and other fabrics,dyed in vari- B. C. The Arundel Marbles, (marble
was at tho government station,”writes when the physican approached, and it ous colors, have been exhibited by the tables giving the events of the Grecian
people the varic is delicious uses of thing. But be did.
Sir William Macgregor, "one of these was then discovered he had been drinkcorn bread and the many palatable
He printed out in small green letters, reptiles attacked the government ing heavily. The physician felt the Bradford makers to the trade and pro history from 1582 B. C. to 024 B. C. in
ways it can be prepared for the table. added to the gigantic "Sin," the syllanonneed all right and up to the com- chronical order) give an account of a
agent, but was killed before it did any man’s right leg between the knee and mercial standard in all respects.With
If it were not for corn I don’t know
great stone which "fell down from
ble "gle,” and when tho sign was done harm. A little while before a boy of ankle without drawing np the pantoho%v many of the poor people of Virartificial diamonds and rubies such as heaven” at Acogostami about the year
it read: "My single aim Is to sell at a fourteen years was in the bush neari the loons or exposing the skin, and found
ginia, white nnd black, would exist.
are now being turned out in great 407 B. C. Pliny, who died in the year
nominal profit”
station, when one of these snakes ulodc thebone broken badly four or five abundance,modern society will doubtIt is hx realitythe mainstay of life in
79 A. D., pays that in his time the
a rush at him with the usual peculiar inches above the ankle, and the pamany localities of the old state. But
SAWED A SALOON IN TWO. whistling sound. The boy thought the t»ent was then removed to the operating less take on a style of splendor hither- 'great air-stone” mentioned In the
to unknown, outshiningthe courts of foregoing was still to be seen on the
to really love corn bread I think one
must to used to it from childhood.
childhood. Straddlla*• State Uae, It Made a Lot ot noise emanated from some cockatoos in room. Here a more complete examin- Solomon or the queen of Sheba or the Hellespont; "and,” he quaintly adds,
a tree and began to look for them. Ho ation was made, and It was learned
retinues of Mahmoud or Haroun A1 ‘‘it Is even now of the bigness of a
Southern-bornmen of the old regime
Trouble,
commenced gnawing on coni "pones" J Bill Lewis, one of the first to settle did not discover his mistake untUhe the man’s right leg was broken lathe R^schid.
wagon.”
when they were babies; as they grew in Kansas City, and one of the wicked received a bite from the reptile, from most terrible manner. When the
Since tho opening of the present
AN
AMERICAN
AIR.
older the pone accompanied them on est men that ever lived there, died a which he died in a little while in great patient saw the condition of his leg he
century there have been several well
actually shed tears It was a wooden A German Band Leader’* Idea ot the
every hunting and fishing expedition, few days ago, says a western exchange. agony.’
attestedinstancesof falls of stone
leg, and he was drunk and bemoaning
Proper Thin*.
Since
1800
he
has
been
known
as
the
and so, when maturity was reached,
from the regions of space. In the year
HISTORIC FAT WOMEN.
the expense to be incurredin the purA good story was told by a Boston 1803 a perfect shower of litho-missiles .f4
corn in some form or other was wanted king of Toad-a-Loup,a district which
chase
of
another
leg.
man who was In Antwerp while the fell in tho farming country adjacent to
at -the table three times a day. This harbored about all the known criminal* Celebrltiee Who Were More or Lese Disposed to Lm bon point.
preparations were in progressfor the L’Aigle,France, upwards of three
fact will, I think, militate against any In town. The saloon he kept in ToadHOME VIEWS OF EDISON.
From ancient, medieval and modern
exposition.Representatives of all na- thousand separate stones falling upon
extensiveuse of the cereal os food a-Loup was hardly less notorious than
among the people of Europe— they himself. It was built exactly on the history the following facts about fat Some of HU Neighbor* Don’t Believe That tions were there preparing exhibits a wedge-shaped section of country
from their respective countries. In the eight miles long by about four miles
He fs £acb ft Wonder, After AIL
haven’t been nsed to it It has always state line between Kansas and Mis- women arc gleaned: Agrippina, Nero's
evening,
says the Washington Star, all wide.
puzzled mo that our own people, out- souri and was furnished with a mova- mother, was fat. Cleopatra, the serProphets are not the only great peoble bar. Lewis paid no license, and pent of the Nile, as Marc Antony ple without honor in their own coun- the visitors were in the habit of gathAerolites, or "meteorites,” as they
side of the south, fail to appreciate the
glcrios of maize. In the great corn- when the Missouri tax collector called called her, was small and fat Laura, try, said a man who had spent some ering in a large hall on the grounds to are sometimes called, usually fall
growing states of the west its use is upon him he moved his bar over in Petrarch’smuse, was iat, fair, with time at Menlo Park looking for Thomas listen to the band play Out of com- singly, sometimes in pairs, and, less
very limited,and tho eastern mind, so Kansas. When the authorities of the blonde hair. The Marie Fiammetta A. Edison. I wanted to tee the experi- pliment to the visitors the national frequently, in showers, as was tho case
far as corn is concerned, is a howling latter state attempted to arrest him ho whom Boccaccio loved intensely was a mental apparatus on which the Ameri- airs of the different countries were at New Concordia, O., in 1800, when
the virgin
transferred his business in a minute to brunette and fat. Elizabeth,
wilderness.
-.I.!.!,
i cam wizard is at work with a view to re- played, and received an ovation from nearly two hundred red-hot stones fell
M issouri. He was arrested many times, queen, was tall and fat, with thick red JJcinf? lron ore by electricity. The the group of that nationalityin the in a field in broad daylight.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Up to January 1, 1894, there had been
but had to be released.Concertedac- hair. Marguerite of Navarre was fat. workmen told me I could see It oi ly hall. The night that our Boston friend
tion on the part of the authorities of All Rubens' women, except his wife, with the permissionof Mr. Edison, attended the band performance this between three hundred and three hunBomo Cardinal 1’olntR of Different)* Be- both states finally ended the career of were fat. All Titian’swomen, except
whom I could find somewhere about playing of national airs was on the dred and fifty recorded Instances of
tween tho 8 eve*.
Lewis’ bn.Toom in Tead-a-Loup. The the Madonna, were fat. Catherine of the place. To my disappointmentI programme. All were played, but not stones falling from the unknown reWomen always show by their actions direction oi the state lino was chalked Russia was tall and fat; Louisa Strozfailed to find him. but I had an In- a thing that could be twisted into an gions ontside of onr atmosphere,and
that they enjoy going to church; men off on the saloon and the structure was zi, for whom Alexandredi Medici died,
structive search. The people there- air for the bird of freedom. A delega- In eight of these the fall was in the
are less demonstrative.When a wom- sawed In two from roof to cellar with was rather stout Josephine Bcauabouts do not think the Inventor of the tion of the Americans went up to the shape of "showers,’’ the Individual
•Vt
an becomes flurried she feels for a fan; an immense cross-cutEaw.
harnais, the indolent Creole, afterward
kinctoscope is such a very great man. leader and told him thai they felt missiles numbering from ton to five
when a man becomes flurried he feels
empress of the French, was fat and
"lie only got It (the idea) accidental- slighted that their country had not thousand,and of all sizes, from that of
for a cigar. Women jump at concluperfumed;
Mme.
Roland
also.
The
unbeen recognized. With profuse apol- an orange to immense blocks of strange
HE KNEW A TENDERFOOT.
ly,'' said one woman.
sions and generally hit, says the New
fortunate Marie Antoinette was tall
On my way out I met a locomotive ogies the leader said it was clearly an combinations of minerals weighing
York Advertiser;men reason things A Jerecjmaa'e Exciting Experience with of stature, majesticand fat; Mme. de
engineer who knew Edison,and he told oversight,and promised to give them hundreds of tons.
• • PcnnajlvanUMine Male.
out logicallyand generally miss tho
Stack small, dark and fat, with a small me with great glee of a really practical the American air at once. He distribPROFITABLE BAZARS.
Patrick Murray, of Perth Amboy, N. viper’s head. George Sand had a
truth. Some women can’t pass a milaccomplishmentof the inventor’sabil- uted the music, and. waving his baton,
linery shop without looking In; some J., hod an exciting experience a few beautiful head, but was fat and small.
the band broke loose, not with any fa- England and America Have Doth Bailed
ity to run a locomotive.
Large Sam* by Them.
men can’t pass a public house without days ago with a mine mule at Summit Heine said of her: "The build of her
"Edison once rode in my cab,” he miliar patriotic air, but "The Man
going in. A woman never sees a baby Hill, Pa., which he will never forget, body has the appearanceof being & litr
On
May
5, 1845, a bazar was opened
That Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo."
eaid, "and be told me how, when ho
without wanting to run to it; a man says the New York Post When he tie too fat. or at least a little too was a train dispatcher, he once forgot Amazement among the Americansfinal- in the Covent Garden theater which
never sees a baby without wanting to reached the bottom of the slope and short; the head alone bears the cachet
realized £25,040, says London Tid-Blts.
orders and allowed two trains on the ly gave away to visions of “Old Hoss”
The object of It was to obtain funds
ran away from it. Women love admir- proceeded to explore the gangway he of the ideal." Queen Isabellaof S^ain
Uocy
and
his
song,
nnd
when
the
band
same section of track. He corrected
ation, approbation, self-immolation on attracted the attention of one of the is fat; Queen Victoria the same; Queen
Ms mistakfc, but not so soon that the es- finishedthe tumultuousapplause from for the Anti-Corn Law league. The
the part of others; are often weak, mules. He U at u loss to know what Margheritaof Italy is certainly (mpe from collision was due to him, and the American delegation elicited an whole area of the pit and stage was
vain and frivolous.Ditto men. A angered the animal, but the beast on the same way, and most of the be was discharged. While waiting for encore. _
boarded over and transformedinto a
woman always carries her puree in her came for him at full speed, and Murray great singers have been noted for their
Norman Gothic hall, filled to overflowto the next town_lt was in the
DANGERS OF PILGRIMS.
hand, so that other women will see it; started for a "heading" with nothing embonpoint.
ing with products of manufacturinginwest— an accident happened to an ena man carries his. in his inside pocket, but the light of a miner’s lamp to guide
dustry. About 100,000 persons visited
gineer who was to take an Important Some of Them That Are Kr countered on
Waited Force ti.
so that his wife won’t sec it A wom- him.
the bazar during the seventeendays
Joarnoj’n to Mecca.
train
up
the
road.
Noons
to replace him
Reckless waste is the thing that
It was a race for life. The mule
an can sit in a theater for three hours
that it lasted. The stalls were atwas
at
hand,
and
Edison
took
his place
The
risks
of
a
pilgrimage
to
Mecca
without getting all cramped up, catch- was rapidly closing the gap, when the shocks tho beholder in the Adirondack and ran the train. Think of hat!" may well make the most earnest Mus- tended to by 400 ladies, tho wives and
ing the toothache or becoming faint Jerseyman reached two mine cars. He forests. It la partly the reckless waste added the engineer.
sulman hesitate to undertake that daughters of leading freetraders.A
for want of fresh air; a man can’t A plunged between them. The mule of men, partly that of prodigal nature.
bazar for the same object was opened
pious duty. Of the sixty-sixthousand
woman, from her sex and character, countermarched and began using his Trees cut down are left to rot, corded
at Manchester on February 2, 1842,
A
BISHOP'S
BAD
NIGHT.
pilgrims
who
have
sailed
from
various
wood neglectedfor years, large pines
has a claim to many things besides her hind feet with terrible effect. Ho
when the receiptsamounted to £10,000;
Oriental ports for this sacred spot durshelter, food and clothing.She is not kicked the stout oak planks of the felled and burned where they lay for Popped Into ft “Spare Bed" In Which Sil£22,000 were realized at a bazar in tho
ing
the
last
six
years
some
twenty-two
hunters’ fires,all proclaim the wasteless a woman for bring wedded; and car into kindling wood, and while he
ver Was Stored.
thousandhave never returned, says tho Free Trade hall. Manchester,In aid of
the man who is fit to be trusted with a was occupied in this manner Murray fulness of the human denizen or visAn eminent bishop who was quar- St. Louis Post-Dispatch.A few, it is the Children’s hospital In that city;
good wife recollectsall which this im- made his escape^ and returned to tho itor. Every forest, even close up on tered in the house of the wealthiest
thought, may possibly find their way £31,000 were raised at a '>azfr in Dubplies, and shows himself at all times surface. He is fully satisfied that the
back by other routes. Many, It Is lin In May, 1892, in celebration ox the
chivalrous, sweet-spoken,considerate mine mule is not to be trifled with, eshost’s wife was away, occupied the feared, are murdered by gangs of bad- centenary ot the Mafpn^ finale
peciallyif you are a tenderfoot with a They lie in every direction,some still "spare bed,” He is a thin man, and
- and deferentiaL
1*1,4
mashes, who are believedto travel orphan school. No few %j /
/
red necktie.
people
passed
through
ln,UCf J0r1,VbC,Lr.
^en his host Inquired
in the mornln,,mingled with the soil, buried In
ttnd ho^ he had regularly by the Jcdda steamers, markUilpatlan Csttl*.
flour.
ing down pilgrims who ore possessed during the five days thJ v.!j
Somethin*
She'
Coaid
Paint.
and
r
The Samoan Islands arc the natural
passed an agreeable night, he an- of valuables and attacking them when open. Twenty thousand .pounds were
Mmc. d’Albertin, one of the lesser
habitat of the most .diminutive species
raised In November, 1890 at a bazr*.to
No L«w Agalnat
twered, with some vehemence: "No, favorable, opportunity occurs.
painters
of France,, was as conceited
of variety of the genus bos now known
Edinburg on behalf of n.
A prisoner In India recently,on be- 1 did not; I passed a very disagreeable
It
Is
said,
however,
that
by
far
the
to the naturalist The-averogeweight about her artistic ability asshe was notions. The sum
llOUr
ing
released,revenged himself on the night, indeed.”
greater number fall by the wayside on
of the moles of those liliputian cattle torious for her exclusive use of cos/
The bishop departed, and when the the long tramp from Jedda to Mecca or at a bazar held at
assistant commissioner who had senmetics.
On
one
occasion,
a
certain
ecldom exceed two hundred pounds
-..oh
ti
wife of his host returned she naturally Medina. So far os tho sea voyage is ary, 1800, in aid of a
tenced
him
by
cutting
off
one-half
of
the average being not greater than one count, who held her in much dhesteem,
Inquired who had been in the house In concerned the return journey la for ob- the university.
his
mustache
while
he
was
sleeping
hundred and fifty pounds. The females lost a bet to her. "And what will
On May 17, 1804, at the close of the
’:./V
vious reasons the more dangerous.
madame choose?" bo asked, with mock out of doors on a hot night It was her
’’ t average about one hundred
Metropolitanfair held In New York,
"Bishop P
,” said the husband.
then
found
that
there
was
no
way
of
The
overland
tramp
to
and
from
the
are very "stocky built, courtesy. "Something in my art,” she
"Bishop P
l Where did you pnt sacred cities has the effect of lowering An H. Gonrlie,chairman of the
punishing him under the penal code,
toller than a merino simpered;, "something I can paint’
aansferred to
for. while cutting the hair of a native Mm to sleep?"
the vitality of tho traveler,and he
dwarf cattle are nearly "Very well, madame," he replied, bow
T.
Strong,
treasurer
of the
"In the spare bed, of
is punishable as dishonoringthe perrives at Jedda in a state which
color— reddish monte ing hiraEclf out A day later madame
"In the spare bed!" sh
ron,
there
Is
no
such
provision
for
him
to
the
h white They have receiveda package from the count, Englishmen,and the bodily harm done rifled matron. "Why. I
which, upon being opened, revealed a
1 went
>
.0oT^do;v« iife-slzedrawing of her own face in out „ .u too slight to be considered»n silver nnder the inatlrew,
\

go to sleep, after a long day's march, i
felt something move under my head. I

perhaps the most extraordinary.And,

to make matters worse, he was informed that he was required to give
proof that he possesseda certain
amount of education to do so. The letter in question was not the work of
some irresponsible crank, but was a
full-fledged communicationbearing the
signature of the burgomaster,or
mayor, of the little town of Rheme
Notre Dame, in Piedmont,where King
Humbert happened to own some landed
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CO., TAe Reliable Clothiers.
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Our

Entire Stock of

SUITS,

Note some of our

\

OVERCOATS

and

prices: j

Mens’ Ulsters Worth $6.00 for

“
“
“

ULSTERS

must be sold regardless of Cost or Value.

'

$4.25.

Men’ Overcoats Worth $3.00 for

$2.13.

Overcoats Worth $4.50 for $3.15. ,, Children’ Knee Pants for 15 cents.

Fine Overcoats, sold everyhere for $12, at $8.50.
Cotton Pants, usual price $1, now 58 cents.

Jersey Shirts, a great bargain, only 38 cents.

-

Underear, the usual 50 cent grade, only 35 cents.

All other goods in our store at the same ratio. Come and See.

r

.

Yours for Bargains,
in V':
ill -Itt

H.

vJ

STERN
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bed at his home on Fulton street, near
Allegan CountyHOPE FOE THE HAIRLESS.
the C. & W. M. track Tuesday mornCongressman Thomas declares that
ing. He went to bed in usual good
his campaign cost him S925.
Saugatuck.
health and had been talking to friends PROF. BIRKHOLZ. OF CHICAGO, GIVES
I
/ Anent the sudden death of Mrs. A. Postmaster A. C Fassett, of Watson before retiring.He leaves a wife and * ! HOPE TO THOSE AFFLICTED
Corners,
was
awakened
at
an
early son, Johg. He was 76 years old.
Zwemer, the Commercialhas this to
WITH BALDNESS. A
hour one morning last week by somesay: The community was shocked
M. Steffens of Holland preached
one moving about in the grocery in C.
“NO CUBE, NO PAY
last Wednesday to learn of the death
the Second Ref. church, Thanksstore where the postofflceis kept. He
TREATMENT.”
of Mrs. A. C. zwemer, an event not
giving evening.
only unexpected by her nearest lives in the building and, reconnoiterONE NIGHT,
YHends, but her Illness was of so log, found a man working at the safe
Zeeland.
Dr. Birkholz. of Chicago, the emiFassett crept around the ouildlng, but
[
rt a duration that many were not
the burglar, and they met at
The Misses Delia and Annie De nent German specialist,who for years
Dec. 8.
/ ire that her conditionwas serious. alarmed
the
front door, exchanging several Krulf entertaineda party of friends at has devoted his time and talent to the
Aie was taken sick on Thursday of
shots. As nobody was hit Fassett their home Thursday evenlqg. The study of the hair follicles and who has
last week and not until a short time
soon tired of it and bucked into his evening was enjoyably spent with evolved the most successful treatment
before her death, which occurred on
for baldness the world has ever
man a la wrestling tactics.Mr. Bur- games and music.
Tuesday night at 9 o’clock, was It reknown.
,,
glar was the stronger and, after laying
A. G. Van Hees went to Big Rapids
alized that her recovery was not to be
his antagonist out with care on a show Saturday morning, to spend a few
He will carefully examine each case
hoped for. Indeed, on Tuesday morncase, escaped.
and candidly Inform the Inquirer
days with his son.
ing she showed much sign of improveSchool commissioner Humphrey has
ment and the physician and attenMiss Janie Pruim, who has been whether bis baldness can be cured
dants were encouraged to hope that a changed his office day at the county spending the past three weeks with and the hair restored. These examifinal change for the better had come; seat to Monday of each week during her sister at Ventura, returned Sat- nations arc all made without any
charge.
I wisl^to state that I have
but later in the day she began sinking the winter.
urday.
Id all cases where there are any
and passed away as related* Her ailThe annual meeting of the Allegan
Just returned from Chicago
Dr. J. G. Huizinga,of Holland,callhair folliclesremaining undestroyed
ment was paralysis of the heart and county agriculturalsociety will be ed on friends Saturday.
-AND
HIS
with a
by age or disease, the professor will
brain. She leaves a husband, five sons held Wednesday, Dec. 5, in the superM L. De Korne, of Grand Rapids, undertake a cure, and If he does not
and one daughter.
visors’ room in the court house.
is spending a few weeks with his effect a restoration of the hair he will
WELL SELECTED STOCK OF
Mrs. Mary Pauls, an Indigent widThe recent county Sunday school parents.
ask no pay.
ow, 81 years old, was taken to the conventionat Wayland is reported to
Mr. Koffers and wife, of Grand HaThe remedy Is an Imported one, and
couuty home this week,
have been a verv successful affair. It
ven, called on friends Tuesday.
the treatment given by the professor
was
decided
to
hold
two
conventions
' JL sonic haH is receiving a thorough
In That Merry Comedy
The gunshoot Thursday afternoon Is his own, and cures where all others
novatingand will be made as cheer- the coming year. One in the spring at
between
Holland
and
Zeeland,
re- fail. ,
Fennvllle,
and
the
regular
fall
meetful as possible for the meeting of the
sulted in a victory for Zeeland by a
ing at Allegan.
craft the coming winter.
If your case has been pronounced incurable do not take it as a final ansCucumbers are becoming a staple score of 90 to 63.
Miss Hannah Van Leuwen. of Hol- wer, until you have seen Professor
Fennvllle/
product In the vicinity of South Haven. This year 10,000 bushels were land, spent a few days with Miss Birkholz, and received his own opinWill Du Vail, agent for the C. & W.
ion.
Katte.
M. railway at Allegan, is soon to ex purchased there, at 37i cents per bushel, yielding the growers the neat
Mrs.
R.
Ogden,
of
Ottawa
Beach,
Many persons have, small bald spots
change stationswith Mr. Hooper of
sum of $3,750. They could be grown called on friends Wednesday.
through the half.' These Increasein
this place.
in other localities just as successfully;
area and in time produce complete
The real value of hardwood ashes if there were only factories to utilize Mr. Emery, of Spring Lake, was in baldness. In such cases the hair folli- Bright Comedy, Clever Comedians, Both for the business man and tho
Catchy Music, Sensational Dramas.
working man, while the
town Tuesday, on ouslness.
as a fertilizer for orchards will be test- them.
cles need nourishment. Prompt treatMiss Jennie Kareten returned from
ed quite fully this next year. C. H.
ment will bring them into activity
The benefit of having a restrictive Grand Rapids Monday.
Lo irais has shipped in over forty tons
and restore the hair.
game
law
and
its rigid enforcement
Canadian hardwood unleached ashMiss Minnie Bosch is visiting with
is shown in the case of the Allegan
The success tbat has attended Pro- Admission 50c; Gallery 35c. Have not been forgotten. To be conand several of the most prominent
and
Van
Buren
county
special act her sister, Mrs. G. J. Den Herder.
vinced Is to visit my place of Indnafessor
Birkholzm every where enables
^rowers are using them around their
D. Huizinga,of Hope College, is at him to give a positive opinion in each
forbidding the killing of deer for three
Seats on sale at Breyman’s.
trees and small fruits. The expense
his uncle, F. Boonstra, spending a case presented to him.
about 19 a ton, and it is believed years. When the law went into effect
deer
were
very scarce, and nearly ex- few days.
hat the use of ashes will be producThose who are bald or are threatenhausted, and now, at the opening of
ive of better results than the same
ed
with baldness should not delay
The versatile and talented come- treatment but should call upon the
amount of money spent on commercial the season, there were from seventyfive to one hundred ranging in the dian Tom Ricketts will make his refertilizers. However, the economical
professor at once.
swamps of Clyde and scrub oak forests appearanceIn this city Monday, Dec.
use of fertilizers requires a perfect
Call or address Prof. Birkholz,1011
knowledge of the several parts that of Pine Plains.
iUiWUUID Temple,
AOlUp
Chicago.
3, appearing as Colonel Jack Foxglove, Masonic
John McDonald, while walking a
enter into the growth of the crops to
this
notice
to any firstin
the
musical
comedy
“Colonel
be raised; also which of the substan- plank over a vat of hot water in the
and he nill get the rem»per
mill
at
Otsego,
fell
In,
scaldJack,”
supported
by
the
Ricketts
ces are lacking in the soil that must
at once If be baa not got it
ng himself very badly up to the Troubadours.This support embraces edy. for you at.<
be replaced by the fertilizer.
in stock. u
waist.
Several more carloads of peach trees
a clever aggregationof talent, selectand other nursery stock are being deed with great care. High class specThere is no scarcity of preparations
Grand Haven.
livered here this week. The number
ialties will be Introduced among which for the hair;: but unquestionably the
of trees being setln (his belt certainMayor and Mrs. John Vaupell gave . ..... .
_____ ___
v ____ one which ranks highest in point of
l \ ly indicates thaf this will continueto
reception at their home on Franklin are the “LightningDance” by Miss
\ ^ k: the great^V—
producing belt street Saturday evening..
Oretchen
stoi? of~ AeltoW,
m&alaand
Some of our citizens still insist that told in pantomine, music and dance, on strictly scientific principles.It
~
i the beneficial the Spring Lake bridge ought to be and the Coster songs end Imitations.does not soil nor become rancid by exw two sncctlslvefruit years. made free.
posure to the air, and is as perfect a
of Mtttle Etbel.'a dalnted and talentLhere is growth and prosperityon
substitute for the oil supplied by naThe steamers' Mary H. Boyce and
ed Miss.
Mill!
ture, In yoqth and health, as modern 01 EverotUlnq In Line
, ..
McGregor arrived this week and have
chemistry , can produce. It softens
gone
into
winter
quarters.
3nd.
and stimulates the hair and scalp, reT$ (he Ladies of Hollaad.
One of our merchants, Mr. Addison,
stores the original color to faded or
two miles some time ago gave an order for hooks
I have opened a new business in gray hair, prevents the formation of.
flats,
r i-th-westof
west of Uyv!,
n move to and eyes. He supposed he had order- this city for the exchange of all kinds
dandruff, cures humors which destroy
lOlland..
ed 144 doz., but received 1,728 doz. The
of Woman’s Work, and the takibg in the hair-roots,renders the skin healmatter
7 Miss Hattie Pearl, formerly of this
. , has been in court off and on, of sewing, knitting, embroidery,etc. thy, moist, and active and the hair
but now of_ Holland* is visiting and last week it. was tried in the Will also do stamping.
soft, silky, lustrous, and abundant.
circuit. Mr. Addison had to pay.
sister, Mre^
______ ‘
All ladles interestedplease call at Gray hair, one of the most noticable
Thestmr. Osceola will go on the my house, the old Metz place, corner indications of age, may be postponed
winter route between this harbor and Tenth and Market streets.
many years by the dally and faithful Be sure and come
Milwaukee this week. It takes the
Mrs. F. M. Kellogg.
of Ahto admRable^ preparation^
place of the steamer Roanoke, which
Holland,Nov. 30, 1894. - was burned on Lake Superior last
trl*Ayerta®V)S!r^^early and avoid
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Thn chairman of the Oklahoma territory executive committee called a
statehood conventionto be held at El
BROS., Publishers. Reno November 28.
A new counterfeit 920 United States
Holland, Mich.
note bearing the vignette of Hamilton
waa forwardedto the treasury department from Newark, N. J.
Secretary Gresham for the United
States and Minister Kurino for Japan
have signed the new commercial
Important IntelligenceFrom AH Part*.

Holland City News.

HULDER

The News

Condensed.

DOMESTIC.
Tbi eighth animal seuion of

the
rfraternal eongreaa opened at Bnffalo,
JT, Y., with fraternal beneficiary or»
^panlaatioiM repreeentedharing 1,000,*
S00 member* and an aggregate Insur-

ADAM Vanbll, who served through
BUskhawk war with Abraham

ths

Cal
Tmi democratic majority in Ken-

Llaoola, died at Santa Roaa,

ft-

tucky at tha recent election, as com*
pOsd by ths secretary of state, is 2,178.
William T. VV alters, tha noted art

and philanthropist, died at
hum* in Baltimore, aged 74 years.
Gen. William Habvvt Gibson, the

collector

MEYER & SON’S MUSIKEOUSS^

PIANOS,

his

celebrated orator, died at his home in
Tiffin, (X, after a brief Illness, aged 74
treaty.
years.
There were 822 business failures In
RiruaucAN state senators In session
the United States in the seven days
at Indianapolis decided to reapportion
ended on the 28d, against 970 ths week
the state congressional districts.
previous and 886 in the correspondTee official vote of Wisconsin for
ing time in 1898.
governor at the recent electionwas:
Herbt G. Sid lx, ez-prssldent of the Upham (rep.), 196,462| Peck (dem.),*
Flret national bank of Minneapolis,
142,146; Powell (pop.), 96,618! Cleghas made an assignment, with liabilhorn (pm), 11,098;Upham'a plurality,

Sewing Machines,

ORGANS,

Oils,

GUITARS,

and

Attachments

MUSIC BOOKS,

for all

Machines.

ance of about 91,400,000,000.
SuBeaoxa grafted HO piece* of skin
ities of 9100.000.
handle the Highest Grade of
on Mrs. Florence FUipa trick, who A NEGRO was lynched at Landrum, 64,807.
Join H. Sickles, Inventor of a hand
rra* terribly burned aereral month*
& a, for assaulting a white girl
firs engine, died at his home In Port
*go in Chicago, and 800 more will be
At Sacred Heart, 0. T., a wild hog Cheater, N. Y., of paralysis, aged 78
required.
killed a 14-months-oldbabe and seri- year*.
E. T. Chambkhlaih,chief of the
ously Injured It* mother in her fight to
Maa Bridget Dumr, 101 years old,
Irarean of narigation, in his annual re*
save it
Ciild lot Slaip.
died ia Denver, Col
port shows that the merchant marine
Violent windstorms swept portions
R S. Hamlin, founder of the Cleveof the United State* comprise* 28,966
of Mississippiand in the vicinity of land (0.) Leader and a member of con- ' Prot L. D. Edwards, of Preston,
‘vesael* of 4,644,024 tons
Idaho, says: “I was all run down,
Wheelman Johnson lowered four Meridian great damage was done to gress half a century ago, died in Wash- weak, nervous and irritablethrough
houses and trees.
ington, aged 86 years
records at Louisville, By. His time
overwork. I suffered from brain fa*
While drying dynamite before a fire
Carlbton B. Hutchins, Inventorof tigue, mental depression, etc. I beior the mile, flying start, wa* 1:47 8-5.
at Charleston, W. Va., workmen a refrigerator oar and a large manu- came so weak and nervous that I
Several slight shock* of earthquake
caused an explosion and two men facturer, died in Detroit of heart could not sleep, I would arise tired,
were felt at Tacoma. Wash.
were killed and two injured.
discouragedand blue. 1 began taking
failure.
AB&ANeEMENTS were nearly comAt Hastings, CoL, Mrs. Martino left
Jambs Cochrane, the richest man«in
pleted for beginning construction of
her children, aged 4 and 2 years, alone Fayette county and the pioneer in the
the American Methodist university in
in the house, which caught fire, cre- coke business in the Cennellsville reand now everything is changed. I
Washington.
mating them.
gion, died at his home in Dawson, Pa. sleep soundly, I feel bright, active
Secretary Gresham authorised MinBrown nationalbank at Spoand ambitious. lean do more In one
isters Denby and Dun to conduct kane, Waah., suspended payment.
FOREIGN.
day now than I nsed to do inn week.
negotiationsfor peace between China
Miron R. Kent, who caused his wite
Montreal
ia to have a world's fair For this great good I give Dr. Miles’
jmnd Japan.
be killed In order to secure her life in 1198.
London syndicate has RestorativeNervine the sole credit
A. Hallo ran and W. Downing, to
insurance, was condemnedto hang at agreed to furnish tbs necessaryfunds
The A. B. Chase has no superior.
prisoners in the jail at Tahlequah,
< It
Mandan, N. D.
Canada is said to be willing to give
IT., fired the building and were creFive students of a medical college at Uncle Bern free nee of her canals if he
mated.
Kansas City, Mo., were arrested while will pay for their maintenance.
Rgv. C. L. Paddock, of Maoedon, N.
robbing a grave in a neighboring
The Story & Clark OrganB have -received the
Jose Salvador Feanch, the man
’P , was given judgment for 910 against
town.
who threw the dynamite bomb at the
Mrs. William Bennett for a funeral
Earthquake shocks were felt in Lipeo theater In Barcelona. Spain, on
highest commendation at theJWorld’sFair]
sermon.
Connecticut at Croton, Mystic Lynn
Sold by all druggists.
November 7, 1898. killing twenty perRev. H. 8. Harrison, editor of the
and Miatie. No damage was done.
sona and wounding fifty others, was
Advance, a Congregational weekly,
waa struck by a train at La Grange, Test eases were eommenced against executedby the garrote.
the United States by sugar growers,
PMStDBHT Mobabs issued a decree
The Wheeler
Wilson,
Home, and
HL, and instantly killed.
1804,
A special train over the Pennsyl- whose bounty was cut off by tbs new granting amnesty to all political ofW9CMIOAN H’F.
fend eta In Brasil
vania road covered the 126 mile* be- tariff bill.
Domestic are the best made-in the market,
Wulb searching fora missing broth"tween Morriaville and Harriabnrgin Gsn. Casnt, chief of engineersof
the war department,nrgee the secur- er a Mexican discovered near Char104 minutes
Trains depart from Holland:
The general assembly Knights of ing of fortifiestionsites st all large intet* the bodies of thirty persons:
M.m. a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m
who had been murdered and bidden in
I*bor in session at New Orleans de- seaports.
We buy for cash only, and thus get the lowFor Chlcego ........ •ISU) 8 1ft 100
Thb
barns of ths Traction company
a
cava
cided that lawyers and barkeepers
Allegheny, Pa., wars burned, and
200
•
46
CL 1. W stm orb, a Chicago reporter!
Grand Rapid*.. •5 15
-‘’•were not eligibleto membership.
est rock bottom prices of the manufacturer.
forty-ninehorses perished in the flames. wee expelled from Hawaii for alleged
MunkeKon and
The most terrificand destructive
Grand Haren.. ft IS 7 6ft 200 8 25 !9 25i
Fobbst
fires in ths Okaw river bot- plotting with the royalists
Hurl and Pentwindstorm known in twenty years did
oms near Pans, III, burned ten dwellwater ........... 7S
Kahabas on the Islands sear New
grest damage at Dunkirk, N. Y., and
200
5 16
Mnnlrtee
ings.
2 no
Guises were In revolt and scores of
RIr Rapid* ..... 5 15
vicinity.
We also have an assorted-^ stock of Second
2 tO
Cabson, la., waa visited by firs, one Suropean settler* were said to have
Tru verne City.. 5 15
William Wickwier and his sister,
ftte
who lived 5 miles south of Galesburg, of the principal business streets being been murdered.
8 38
AUrgan
Hand organs from 15.00 up.
•wept away.
CharleToli.PeCuba sent an officerto Japan to arMich., were murdered by tramps.
200
6 15
tosky
........
Chables E Allen, aged 80, of Craw- range terms of peace. It was said the
Capt. Philip H. Cooper, the new
fordsville,Ind., rendered despondent government wap willing to pay 9175,superintendentof the United State*
Trains Arrive at Holland.
by bis aged wife’s approachingdeath, 000,000.
naval academy at Annapolis, Md., iseut his throat
Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines rented.
Kabtmquarb shocks left only twen< sued an order prohibiting baaing.
ja.ni. a.m. p.m. p.m.
Samuel Carson, an escaped convict, ty-four houses uninjured in Reggio, From Chicago ...... •ft 15
200 9 35
Extreme simplicity marked the who had been a Chicago cabman for Italy, and crowd* of homeless people
funeral of Robert G. Winthrop at Bos*
“ Grand Ranlds !*1240 8 15 2 09 0 2^
ten years, has fallen heir to 910,000 and were creed to live on the streets
“ Muokecon and
* ton. There were no pallbearersor
surrenderedhimself.
Grand llareu. 8 S3 945 2(0 n 35 ' 9 25
Feabe Patson and George Brill,
words of eulogy.
Tu annual report of Superintendent A merles* prospectors,discovered an “ Manistee
2 M
12 30
. J. L. M. Pm roe, of Yankton, & D.,
Stump, of the Immigrationbureau, for old Ipaalah gold mine of fabulous “ Bin Rapid*....
11 85 209 IIS . * m.
was said to have disappeared with 91,*
12*
2 tO
the fiscal year ended Jnne 80, 1824, richness M miles north of Blsrra Mo* •• TraverseCity.
- 000,000 secured from English capitalhows that 288,020 immigrants arrived ada, Mexico.
7 55
65ft
•* Allegan
ists on spurious paper.
209
“ Petoekey ...... 12 30
In th la country. The report says that
Bi the ezploaion of a boiler in a saw*
Thb national fraternal eongreaa in
more foreigners arc leaving the coun- mill at Montieello.Oni,two men Were
-Eveiyday. Outer train, fret k day* only
session at Buffalo, N. Y., barred newstry than are coming In.
killed and a number seriously Injured.
paper artists from its sessions owing
Thb centennial of the birth of Wil- Dispatches from Chee Foo an- Jt
Oct 28, 894
Vo the printing of a caricature of its
iam Cnllen Bryant, the poet, was cele- nouased that ths Japanese had taken
president
LAPSING A MIHTIIKWH It. It.
brated at Princeton, IlL
Port Arthur, the great Chinese strongJ. D. Brown, a farmer living near
in.lp.m.
Fibb caused by a defectiveflue de- hold.
..nup.
Aurora, I1L, was robbed of 92,800 in
1 20 6 851
stroyed a block of dwellings in Kansas
It waa estimatedthat 20,000 Chinese L'v Grand Rapid* .............. 8 251 2 18 7 W
Chicago by two colored women by the
Ar. Grand Ledge, ...... ........
City. Mo., the loss being 9100,000.
soldierswere killed at the defense of
Lansing ................... 8 f4 3 04| 7 88
panel gane.
Howe .....................9 M 8 57 8 »
The report of PaymasterGeneral Aocordino to Rev. C. W. Blodgett Port Arthnr. The Japanese loss
11 'I * *>10 1C
the ratio of divorces to marriages is not heavy.
7 40
L’v Grand Rapid* ...........
‘ Edwin Stewart of the navy for the
9 10
greater in Galesburg,III, than In any
Seybee earthquake ahocka were felt Ar. Howard City, ..........
fiscal year ended June 80 last shows
047
Edmore ....... ...........
in several provinces of Venesusla. “
city in the country.
10 «
“
..........
that the total amount eipended dur10 38
At Louisville John 8. Johnson cat Ths town of Carache waa destroyed.
“
Bt. Louis, ................
ing the year waa 981,870,141
the 9-mile bicycle record from 4:01 to
Sairluaw.
11 56 0 27
Tax Indian boys at the Seminole 8:64 4-5.
LATER.
Aigh school at fiufanla, I. T., act the
vlF.O.
DP
HAVEN,
Goi.ersl
i'MktnKerAfonl
The firm of Switzer, New, Witter k
If was discovered that for nine year*
Gran.! Rsciili.Mlob
buildings on fire for the third time
Samuel C. Seely, bookkeeper of the Co., one of ths Isrgsst dry goods
J.O. HOLCOMB. A sent.
within two years.
Shoe and Leather bank in New York, houses in Vicksburg,Miss., felled for
William P. Hazrn, the chief of the had been robbing that institution,his 9148,000.
secret service of the treasury departCzar Nicholas II. was married
stealings aggregating9864,000.
ment in his annual report shows that
Three miners convicted of inoen- St Petersburg to Prlnoesa Allx
TutVrreaiM
taring the year the total number of
diarlsm in the Pennsylvania strikes Hesse- Darmstadt
aresU made waa 087, nearly all of
Harrt and Eugene Sanders,
last Jnne were sentenced to seven
'which Were for violationsof the stat*
An Endless
Can Be Changed Every Day!
years' solitary confinement and. hard Manch Chunk, Pa, aged 11 and
ifites relating to oranterfeiting Unite<
years, were killed by the care while
labor.
Wears Evenly, without Stretching.
jStates money. The amount of altered
picking up coal on the track*.
TiniBB*rouiiTH8 of the winter wheat
Hr counterfeit notes captured during
Secretary Carlisle awarded the
sown in the western third of Kansas
the year waa931i800
new 960,000,000iasne of bo/yie to the CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT tlFoes
was ruined by a drought.
wrtteto
Women of the Christian Temperance One man lost his life and scores of Stewart syndicate of New Vork.
iractlcaland useful Innovationot
Mpyteoaatotae
league of Keokuk, la, criticisedMrs. horses were burned in an incendiary Because of numerous quarrels Mrs.
Clevelandfor christening the steamer
Godfrey WeinholU killed her brother
Ps teals »»d bew to ©Sfire at Springfield,III
IwseaulogseofBMelumErnest Weisner, at Eldora, la., and
8t Louis with wina
Six men were Injured in the YaleThe dean and six students of Cott- Harvard football game at Springfield then poisoned herself.
Neal Brothers, of Portland, the
ner university at Lincoln, Neb., were Mass., which was one of the most
heaviest millers in eastern Indiana,
arrested for grave robbing.
fiercely contested ever played, Yale
laryest circulation of any aotenUfle work In the
failed for 9100.000and no assets.
The Knights of Labor in national being the winner
The
legislative committee of the
convention at New Orleans decided
Francis Mubpht appeared before an
copies, ’iS cent*. Every number
IUUEU KAIUMSIIMS
c
UCOU^ ^ ^
that none bnt the American flag Imn^enae audience at Pittsburgh, Pa. Michigan Teachers' associationwill
v color*, and
i|risna,so*biing
ahonld be carried in their paradea
ask the legislature to prohibit the isthe occasion being the eighteenth anRobert Fitzsimmonswas exonerated niversaryof the inaugurationof the suance of teachers' certificatesto any
ky the coroner’* Jury at Syracuse, N. “bine ribbon movement" in that city person who uses tobacco in any form.
Bandits tried to hold up a train near
Y., from any criminal intent in the
Three citizens of Brookside,Ala.
Bragg Station, 1. T., bnt were foiled
death of Con. Riordan
were fatally shot by moonshiner*,who
by the engineer putting on full steam.
D. Morgan, treasurerof the| took them for officers.
Herbert D. Gltnn, who died in New
United States, in his annual report
During a quarrel Jacob Mohow shot
York, opened thq . gates of Castle
•ays the net ordinary revenues for the
Mr*. Kate Doman at Lancaster, Pa.
Use si year ended June 80 were 9297,Garden in 1865 to tlte'firat immigrant
Dr CATON’B REIJABHE COMPOUND toe
and then killed himself.
who passed through it
792,010, a decrease of 988,097,600 as
LADIEH art* *»FK, puov.pt rppKCTUAL. The
Ex-CongressmanWalter H. Butoiigiual
end only gw nine woman * salvation,
Fire destroyed the business part of
compared with the year before. The
Bent dlrtei 01 On : •esM Adrte* free.
ler, principal of the normal college at
net ordinary expenditureswere 9x67,
Marion. N. C.
CATUN SPEC. OO Beaton, Mai*.
“Little
Flour leads
Oelwein, la., disappeared mysteriously.
196,671 Including the public debt the
Mbs. Sarah Ullrich Kelly, of
A nrw and dangerous counterfeit 92 Honssdalc, Pa., annonneed her canditotal receipts were 9724,006,688 and the
it
be
silver certificatemade its appearance
expenditures9698,808,652.
dacy for the enczpircd term of the late
Uukeb Bech, a Hungarian emigrant in Omaha. It bears the portrait of Myron B. Wright, member of congress
of this
Hound from Buds Pesth to North Da- William Wlndom, and the signatures from the Fifteenthdistrict
When fishy wss sick, we gave her OaMorfs.
kota, landed In New York with his of W. 8. Rosecrans, register of the
American newspapers have been deto
all
grinding,
When toe was a CUM, she cried for Oartotta.
-family of three and a fortune of 9120,- treasury, and E. H. Nebeker, treasur- barred from circulationin Turkey,
er of the United States, series of 1891
000.
owing to their attitude on the Ar- When toe became Mm, toe chute to OMtoria,
at short notice
in
shape.
Isaac Tailor and wife and Miss menian question.
When she had Chfldnn, toe gave them Oartoria*
Thb Citizens’ national bank of Spokane, Wash., which failed in 1898 and Kidwell were run down and killed
The visible supply of grain in the
I
highest cash prices for grain
then resumed, has gone into liquida- by a train on a bridge at South United States on the 20th was: Wheat
tion. Assets, 9426,000; liaMllties,9240,- Branch, Md., while on their way to 88.044,000 bnshels; corn, 8,842,000 bnah
of all
of
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In attempting to separate Thomas
Michael Neill, fighting in the
street at Cheyenne, Wya, Charles
Brnltar killed them both.
The remains of Gen. John C. Fremont were placed in the Rockland
cemetery at Sparkill, N. Y.
The exchanges at the leading clearhonses in the United States daring
week ended on the 23d aggregated

•nd

els; oats, 9,191,000 bushels; rye, 442,000

Almost the entire businessportion bushels; barley. 8,949.000 bushels.
Marion, N. C., was burned, the lost
Samuel Q. Seelt, charged with debeing estimated at 9126,000.
frauding the Shoe and Leather bank
In his annnal report Postmaster of New York, would, it was said, surGeneral Bissell recommends, the ex- render and make a confession, involvtension of the free delivery system, ing several prominent men.
V
quickeningof railroadtransportation Miss Mart Ockandkr, aged 18 years,
and revision of the law as to^ second and a younger sister were drowned
class matter. The revenue for the while skating on a pond at Bancroft

buckwheat,. rye and gra&mriflbivi

of

,

.

year was

975,080,479;expenditures,
Vagalnst 91,010,202.828884,324,444; learing a deficiencyof 99,i week.
The increase,com- 248,035.
_j correspondingweek in

nHtKBSBr&

mde

‘m’.

the

Neb.-

’

.

.

The four military companies at Selma, Ala., were ordered to hold themselves in readiness to move to MontPERSONAL AND POLITICAL
gomery at a moment’s notice to resist
Three conntlca in Kaneae failed to an attack on the state capitol in
recent election
Kolb faction of
~

suriv .....

thC

“i

General Repair Shop.
Persons desiring any. repairingdone
in the line of Sewing Macnines, Guns,
Locks, Umbrellas,or small machinery
of any kind, will find me prepared to
do the work. Shop In basement of
American Hotel, one door west of C.
Blom’s bakery, Eighth Street.

43tf

John

Holland, Mich., Nov.

F.

and bolted meal. Do notjorgpif
to try “Little

WondeF’^ouf 1^1

Elevator and MiHs hear Railway Station. "

Zalsman.

10, 1893.
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jjlVAULTHAV^0BKEN^ MADE
Ngv. M.— The
labor bureau to this yewr nuftkiaff
specialtyin gatheringstattottos «

few yean

laat

I

wu

i

r* v»??

-FOB

—

it a local disease,

GROCERIES,

farmers have been interviewed,and
schedules relative to their divereitive
industrieshave been filled. The
bureau will also publish complete

BUTTER

OHOICB

—

AND

The Best Medicine.

FRESH EGGS
BEST GOODS
HONEST WEIGHT
LOWEST PRICES

''Ayer's Pills are the best medicine I
ever tried; and, In my judgment, no
better generalremedy could be devised.
I have used them In my family and

Isour Motto.

recommended them

Your Patronage Solicited.
Goods Promptly Delivered.

friends

and

terest, especially to the lamer.
Under the law 4,000 copies of the report will be distribnted, and twothirds of this number will this year
go to the farmers. It will be ready
for distribution about Febuary L

party

the ascend

part,

ded In the office of the register of Deeds, of 4
wa county. Michigan, on the 11th day of

A.D. 1891, Inllbar 46 of
109,on which mortgage there la olalmed to be

igt

the time of thla noticeth* sum of OneTboanand Four Hundred Fifty1- three dollarsatifi
at

66) besides an
Twenty-fiveooUatil
by law and in said mortg^s;

Ninaty-flv* centi

0

Mortgage

of

the 7th day of April, A. D. UM. and

provided for

(81,463

of

attorneyfee

and no mlt or proceeding* having barn Inatttto
JLsooadltlooaof payuieolof soertsloiuortiBfs, tsd si law or In equity,to ramvar the debt ss-

partlee of tha first

fferer.

ARE WILLING TO RUN.
say Candidate* far Bupraaes Ose—
Wee.

,

..

county of Ottawa and state

paittoaof the first pert, to GilUs Wabeke,
township of Zeeland to aaid county and

part, to John anno* G. Van
on, baring beooms due aad
Heea of the same place, party of the aeoond payable by reason of default In tbs payment at
part, dated the l*h day of Merab. A. D. 1863, and lota real on said mortgage on the day when tin
recorded In the office of the Registerof Deeds of
same became due and payable,and th* nsmOttawa County, Michigan, on tha kith day of
payment of aaid intarast In default for man
March.
A.
D.
1886,
tn
liber
II
of
mortgages,
oo
six hours, with one small bottle of
than thirtydays after th* same besaas do* aafi
pega 191 ; which said mortgage wm on tbs 6th payable, wherafor* under the conditions of sail
Chamberlain'sColic. Cholera and
I day of Deeamber,A. D. 1891, dnly assigned by
arrbeoa Remedy. What a plfiMtflt
pleai
mortgage the whole amount of said priocfpsl
rprise this must have been to the j. George Van Hose aa administrator with tbs sum of csid mortgagewith all arrearagesof tewill annexed of the estate of said Johannes Van
terest thereon,at tha option of the said GtOto
Such cases are not unusual with this Haas decerned, to Albertos G. Van Ueaa of aaid Wabeke. became due and payableimmediately
remedy. In many Instances only one townshipof Zealand; whieh aaid aasigomsot there*! ter, and the aaid GtlllaWabeke hereby deor two doses are required to give per- waeonthe»tbdayof8*pteolb^A.D.l894,dulyr*.
clare* hla election aad option to eoockler the
manent relief. It can bd depended oorded to laid Ottawa Ooonty Blister's ofllo* whole amount of th* aaid principal
upon. When reduced with water it in liber U of mortgagraon page 78; on which urn ot said mortgage du* and payable. Notlse,
is pleasantto take. For sale by Heb- mortgage there is olalmed to be doe at tiara of
U thereforehereby given,that by virtu* of Am
this notice the a am of Twu Hundred IBerenty
er Falsh.
' ‘
power of aale In laid mortgage contained, anA
lm-41
Dollar* and Fifiy-nlne cents (|970 69), beside*
tbs statute In auoh case mads and pro-

year which will give it additionalin-

If

day

surone

W'Sold by druggists, 75c. 41-1 m
important matters connectedwith
the farm and farm labor. Labor
Henry Wilson, the postmaster at
Commissioner Morse has decided to Weishton,Florida, says he cured a
add a new feature to the report thla case of diarrhoea of long standing in

by the use of Ayer’s Pills alone: Third

#ur

W

i’

chills, dumb ague, billons fever,

Detroit, Nov. ffi —In view e< the
an Attorney fee of Fifteen Dollar*(916) provided vided, aaid mortgage will b* toraslossA
sick headache, rheumatism, flux, dys- majorities which the rspehltoaaa
Pt-rtha+A
ne>slA»
for by law and oo salt or proceedings having by sals, at public vendue of th* mortpepsia, constipation, and hard colds. I
rolled up in this state seeker* after
rrouaxe
beanlnaUtatedatlaworlnaqaUitorewvartha
gaged premises, or ao much thereof as may bn
know that a moderate use of Ayer's the nomination for justice ef the stats
STATI OF MICHIGAN,
debt aeearad by said mortgage or any part of it: necessary to pay tha amount dus on said moctPills, continued for a few days or weeks,
supreme eourt, who is to be sleeted at
oooxtt or Ottawa, i
Notice la Urarefoie hereby given, that by virtueof
tage with Intaraatand oostsofforaolosaraanA
aa the nature of the complaint required, the spring election, are numerous.
Ala sessionof the probate ooort for the coonppim of gfj* in mid mortgage contained and
sals Includingan attorney fss of twenty-flvtdafc.
would be found an absolute core for the
Among the candidates are the fol- ly of Ottawa, bolder, at th* Probate Office In the the ltataW) ln sooh o*s* made and provided,said Isrs paid sale to taka piece at tbs north outer door
disorders I have named above.”
lowing: Judge Joeeph B. Moore, Oily of Grand Haven. In aaid eoaoty, on Tbure- mortgage wlU be foreclosedby sals at pabllo ven ot th* Ottawa county court bouse, at the city off
of Lapeer, ex-Judge Edward Ca- day.tbcFifteenthday ofNovember.ln the year one due ot the mortgaged premise*, or ao mneh Grand Haven, Ottawa county,Michigan, (ths»
''I have been selling medicine for
thereofaa may be necessary to pay the amount
hill, of Lansing; ex-Congressman thousand sight hundredand ninety
eight yean, and I can safely say that
being the plaoo where the clroultcourt for ton
Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge °f doe oo said mortaag*with interestand ooet of
H.
H.
Hatch,
of
Bay
City;
T.
F.
County of Ottawa ls)x>ldca,) on
Ayer's Pills give better satisfaction
foraolosaraand aals, including an Attorney fee
Shepherd,of West Bay City; Philip T.
than any other Pill I ever sold ”-J. J.
Monday, toe »Sth day 0/ February, A. D.UX,
Inthe metier of the octet* ot Albert Nleai- of ftftMo Dollars(816)provided for by law; said
Van Zile, of Detroit; Judge B. D.
Perry, BpottsylvanlaC. H., Va.
hula,
aale to take place at th* North outer door of the at too o’okmk in theforenoon of said day fihSStoi
Kinne, of Ann Arbor; Judge Victor EL
On reeding and filing the petition,duly vert- oty^^ommty Court Houeo, at the city of Grand mortsaged premises to be sold being dcscribeA
Lane, of Adrian; Judge Aaron V. Moflad, of WiepkeDiokema.administrator
of th* havoo, Mich.,(that being tha plaoewhera the eir- In said mortgage m all that certain pise* off
Preparedby Dr. J. 0. Ajar A Oo., Lowell,Haas
Alvay, of Manistee; Judge George M.
peroel of land situatedand beta* In tbs townestate of sold deceased,praying for the lleense of 0Oit ooort for Ottawa county la boldsn),on
of Kalemesoo;D. H. Bell, of thla court to cell certainland belonging to aaid
ahlp of Olive, ooanty of Ottawa, and stats off
Every
Effective Buck,
Monday, the Tuxnithfovrth day of December, Michigan, as; tbs south 00*. half (a*) ot ton
Marqnette,and ex-Jndge Byron Jad deceased In said petitiond**ertb*d,torpurpoee*
kins, of Reed City. The regents of the theretoael forth.
A. D, 1894, at 11 o'clock to the forenoon of aaid sooth -west quarter (c.w.«) of scetlon thirteen
stats nnivsrsity are to be elected in
Thereuponit Is ordered,That Wedaecday,tbs day, Tbs said mortgaged premisesto be sold (18), In township slx(6),north ot range fifteen (U)
April, but no mention has been mads
west, and containingeighty acy«s of land, morn
being daaoilbed in said mortgage aa follow*
Tieelfth day of Deoemker next,
of sny names for the republican nem
All that certainpieee or peroel of land situ- or Ism, aooordlog to tbs government cumy
'V*
at too o’clock in the forenoon,b* assignedfor ated to the township of Zeeland, musty of Otisination. __________
tbebseringofcaldpetitkm, and that the botnet ft, ug mt* of Michigan, described as follows, Dated Holland, November 30th, A. D UN.
SOLD FOR JUNK.
Gilus Wanxx,
law of said deceased end all other persons inter- to ^4. The North One-half (NH) of tbs North Oirhit J.
Attorney for Mortgagee. Mortgage*.
ested in said estate, are required to appear at a 00#.half(N H) of the BouU-Weel Quarter (8. W.
Dwesneeats Tfcet B#leeff*d te UeUgaa'i

Cor. 9th and River Sts.,

DR. A.

my

on the dairy Industry,
the fruit interests and other

Permanently Cured

W.*G.* VAN* DYKE,
HOLLAND.

to

employes for more than twenty yean.
To my certain knowledge, many cases
of the followingcomplaints have been
completely and

Olive,

One and a half teaspoonfuls
Horsford’s Baking Powder

Send for circulars and testimonials. made and executedby Omit Van Dnlat and eurad by said mortgage, or any pert of it, snA
Address
Femks Van Dnlat hia wife, of tbs townahlpof the whole ot the principal cum of isAA
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Zeeland, ooonty of Ottawa and stats of Mioblgan, ranrtgar togetherwith all anea'ageaof lutsna*

statistics

J. 0. Wilson. Contractor and
Builder, Sulphur Springs, Texas,
thus speaks of Ayer's Fills :

i Specialty.

'

K

i

cure.

dition to this over 1,000 representative

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR.

Economize.

1

pro-

constitu- gives better results than two
tional disease, and, therefore, requires full teaspoonfulsof any other.
constitutionaltreatment Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufacturedby F. J.
Cheney A Oo., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only constitutional cure in the market.
It is taken internally in doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood and mucous
.
faces of the system. They offer
bale,
hundred dollars for any case it fails to tvf, fault having bmn mam in th*

questionsare relativeto resMemea,
nativity,social condition, work, wages,
ooet of living, homes, immigration
and insurance. These schedulesare
being tabulated and will form am interestingpart of the forthcomingan
nnal report from this bureau. In ad-

STAPLE
and F NCY

and

contreat-

.

srssarsrtrs

PROVISIONS

yetn doctors pro-

[real aiBDY

THB

IN

supposed to be

•
L/ruer.

MICH.

|

2

1
I

LAMBERT.

I

four.

I

|

deceased.

D&NTIST,

1

AYER’S PILLS

1

Office over

1

Dose

Holland City State Bank,
Second Floor.

|

1

CATON’S
Nerve Tonic
and Yitalizer

A
LARGE
ASSORTMENT

NEW

QUICKLY CURES

GENERAL AND NERVOIS

Diurma,

1

rtrai S*aet«r

OP

DEBILITY.

iul EikantiM,leiruUesU, etr.

Millinery

Goods

Completely, Perfectlyand Perma-

COURAGE OF MANHOOD;
Restoring to Enfeebled,Enervated,
Exhausted, Devitalized, or Overworked Men and Women

PERHOTMTITllTIOM POWERS.
Ha axtraordlnvycur* ti»e power manifest* It*
Mlf almost ImmediatelyIt la taken. Oc tbia
point the arldanoa of those who have taken ia
uniform and positive. They aay they can feel
the effect of every doce doing them good. It la «
powerful nerve invigoratingtonic, inparUng its
reetorativeinfineooethrough the medium of tho
nervoua system to every organ and tissue of the
body. It make* but little differencewhether
the oonstitutkmal vigor tua been underminedby
aeute diseaae,overwork, or certain mischievous
lodlscretiooa; or whether the broken down conditionia calledby one name or other, ao long aa
than ia nervous exhaustion, general or local
weak nets -ao long as enervation and debility
are the type of the aliment, this is th» remedy

Cwom

sessionof said Court, then lob* holdeo at the 1<)0flhagooUl.we§t
Quarter (8. W. to of Sec-

I

to lifftt.

Numbered Twenty-on* (91), lu township
GniXD Rapids. Nov. 2A— A collec- Probate Officeto the City ot Grand Haren, In
said county, and chow canoe, if any then be, Q umbered Five (I) North of range Fourteen at)
tion of valuable old papers, document*
why the prayer of the petitionershould noth* west, being Tan (10) acres of land more or leas,
and pamphlets, which belonged to granted:And it la furtherOrdered,That cald afl00r4i0g|oU.B- eurvey.
Lnclns Lyon, the first senator froih petitioner give notice to the personainteracted| Datod Holland. Sept. 28th, A. D. 1894.
Michigan, has just come to light In said estate, of the pendency of said petition,
Albertos G. VAn Hsu.
Lyons' sister died a few weeks ago and the hearing thereofby oauclng a copy ot this
Ascignt* of Mortgage.
and tbs executor of her estate order to be published In the Holland Cm Niwa Obbbxt J. Dikksma,
sold 800 pounds of old paper for a newspaper printedand emulated In said counAttorney for AMlgnee.
|

nently Rejuvenating the Vital Ener-

gies; Increasing Nervous Power, Renewing the Ambition of youth and
the

thereof.

I

unit. The transaction was heard
about and before the old paper was
shipped to the paper mill it was found

received at

MISS DE VRIES &

CO. and

carefully

examined. Many

Ottawa for three aueoeeelve weeks previous

ty of

Agent wanted for new book
Splendid sellar. Rare oppai*
tumty for any active man or lady. 871
l*i month easily earned. No expo*

LIVE

ncuce
we give

JOHN

"

]

1870.

V. B.

ruction*.
full inetructiooa.-

Philadelphia,Pi

WANTED
1

Administrator’s Sale.

A true copy, (Atteet)

rare

I

e pay

9 days
eipreae and allow 30
riedit. Let ua tall yon about it.
it.
P. W.
Ziegler to Co., Box

day ef hearing.

to said

AOCfUTr<’<l'’lred,«»

F^VlCIm

GOODRICH,

Judgeot Probate.
Is the Matter of th* Estate ot John J.
document* relatingto the early hisrea- tory of Michigan, and especially re- Minis P. Goodbich,Probate Clerk. 43 Sw Anderson, deceased.
Notice la hereby given that I ahall mU at J. R.
garding the admissionof the state to
PublicAuction, to the blghect bidder,00 Batursonable prices.
the union and the boundary line disProbate Order.
Phyalolan and Burgwon,
day,
pute between Michigan and Ohio, were TaTE OF MICHIGAN,
We extend an invitationto the la- rescued. A map of Detroit of 1880, one
Uuflnt day of December, A. D. 1894,
Office second floor Holland Oity StatA
oomrirr on Ottawa.
Bank cor. River and 8th St.
iB the tore-noon,at the pottage
dies of Holland and vicinity to come of Milwaukee of 188A, and Philadel- At a esctlonof the Probata Court for the Conn- 1
ty of Ottawa, bolden at th* Probate Office. In the L,, premi(eH hereinoffered (or calc, to wit: Office hours— 8:30 to 10:30 A. m.; 2 to 4
phia
in
1818
were
also
found.
and see our goods and prices.
City of Grand Haven, In said county, on Batur- 1 on Lot* 49, 60 and 61, In the MaoatewaPark
and 7 to 8 p. M.
day, tbeSeventeenth day ofNovember, Inthe year an)f#f |n the townahlp of Holland,
FOR THE SHORT TERM.
P.S. Beginning July 2nd we will sell
Can be found at night at New Oily
one thoosand eight hundred and ninety four in the county of Ottawa in the State
our trimmed Hats one-tourthoff, for
Hotel.
rev Ceadldetee In the Field for gewetec Pr sent, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge 0( Michigan, pursuant to LlcenM and authority
the remainder of the season.

Which we

offer

at most

1

HcCrtcto, H. D.

a

I

.

Probate.

Stockbrldge'sBeet.

m

1

granted to me 00 the Eighth day ot October, A

Lahsihg. Not. ad.— Francia B. Stock- In the matter of the ectateof Hermanns 0( 189(| by the Probate Court of Ottawa County,
bridge, elected to the United States Doeeburg, deceased
Michigan, all of tbc rotate, right, title and Ibtorsenate from Michigan two year* ago, On reading and filing the petition, duly verified,ol tb9 aa|d deceased of. In and to the real roaltnatedand being In tbe City of Holland,
died last spring in Chicago, and his of Isaac Marstlje.executor of the will and rotate
seat
in
the
United
States
sen- of Mid deceased, praytoffor tbe examination I oo^ty of Ottawa to tbe. State of Michigan,
DEALERS IN
ate hide fair to be rigorously and allowance of bia final account as such cxeou- kB0WD ^d described as follows*o-wit:
fonght for. Fonr candidates arc tor, that he may be dischargedfrom hi* Lota forty-nine(49),fifty(60) and fifty-one(II),
THOSE WHO SUFFER
now in the field. They are trust, have bis bond cancelled and Mid rotate |D the Macatawa Park Grove, to tbe tovraablpof
Holland, Ottawa county, State of Michigan.
Schnyler S. Olds, John J. Patton, Jr., dosed;
from the result*of over- mental or physical exerHxmby Bosaa, Administrator.
Thereupon
It la Ordered, That Monday, tha
tion. hardsblp.expoeure.hidden drains,caprice,
vhonow fills the place by appoint
Dated October 19, A.D. IBM.
or who havo brought upon themselves a aeries of
Seventeenthday of Decewber next,
ment by Gov. Rich until the legislaafflictionsby ignorantly or wilfully violating
18-7 W
nature'slaws, will And in Catom’s Vitalizrb Scrap Iron, Rubber and Rage ture should convene; Congressman
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
Aim Nxav* Tonic the remedy for their certain
Julius C. Barrows and Congressman the bea-tog of said petition, and that tha heirs at
relief. It speedily ranxoveaul
ove*
eridenoea of proGasoline and Wood Stove?, Cook
Samuel Stephenson. Senator MeMil- j Uw ^
deceased, and all other persona to torgnsslve physio*! deterioration,
and reetoi
res torse 'the
Mortgage Sale.
Stoves.
enfeebled energies to thatr natural vigor.
lan's terra has also expired and the
,n
^tate required to appear at a rkEFAUI/r HAVING BEEN MADE IN THE
legialatnre will be called npon to *e0( gaid Ooort, then to b* holdeo al the
II condition* of payment ot a certain mortWHENEVER THERE IS
A full line of tinware, window screens
lect
,«v. his aucceasor.It is considered
----- - by probate Offloa,
viuw, In th# City
v-«j of Grand Haven, In
Nlenhulsand Aafke
any weakness of the vital organa, nervousness,
Boi. dated March », A. D.
and door screens. All small farmers many that Senator McMillan will be iaid county, and show caurojf any there be.why ^’huli
prostrationof the physical or mental energies,
again
tbc prayer of the petitioner
should not be grant- ftD(1 r#eorde<j ,n
ot ^ Hrgletarof
oonfualon of ideas, lack of self-ooofl'ienee, Irritaimpliments,such as hand cultivators
bility of temper,melancholy,
oowgrdioe, weak-

BRINK & KOOL.

'

'V.vlj

^

-

STOVES,

TINWARE

and NOTIONS.

v>
I

^
^

^

;
~j

u.° •-

m

chosen.

nasa of the knee* and the back, palpitationof
the heart, dragging pain In the loin, headache,
Irritation of the kldneya and bladder, mUky urine, pernicious and hidden wastes, resulting In
a failure of the mental and physicalpower, constituting an Impediment to suooess and unfitting him or her for the dntles and responsibill
Use of life, it la the remedy par ereeUenee.
A single package will be sufficientto Inaugu
rate the work of regeneration,and cur* In many
oases. But stubborn oases ofKn require more.
It will be sent, post-paid,secured from observe-

'Tdjr.s^r

a.

CATOS MED.

"'’“****•

„.1o.OMbTT

!

forks, spades, shovels,and lawn

mowers, machine and linseed oils
of the best quality.

Eighth

St„

HOLLAND.

,or

newspapers and Periodicals

CO., Boston, Mass.

News
^
bearing.
(Atrucoopy.AtoroU

C.

be Keyzer,

Holland, Mich., May 6,

1891.

15tf

BOOK
BINDING!!

gw

000 for a dairy building.

Republican* to Meet.

Fresh, Salt and Smoked Meats.
Fresh Lard always oh hand.
Fish and Game in season.
We kindly solicity a share of

OLD BOOKS,
PAPER,

our former customersjsatronage.

J.

A,

Etc.

Kooyers

J. D.

WETME,M.D.

Homeopathic Physician and
Surgeon, Specialist ou

Holland, Mich.

Piles!

Piles!

Ur. Williams’ Isdlan Pile Ointment will’eara
blind, bleeding,ulcerated and itching pUee. It
adaorb* the tamer*, allay* the Itchingat once,
acts aa a poulUoa, gW ra ioitantteUe^ E*.

Wm

BLOM, JR-

banquet

year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-

V. B.

city.

_

_

;

m

...

such administrator,that he may

be

discharged from hia trnet, have hla bond canoe!
l- d and said estate okaed ;
Thereuponit is ordered, That Monday, tho

|

.

^

m

home-made

Out

we sell at 10 cent* pet

pound.

M. C. DE GRAAF,

forty

qafcrtor

^ action twenty

(#),

town eU

(6)

wrot, containing In al)

(16)

actro of land, be tbe aame more or less.

Visscbks,

tbe

Tkunis Bos.
Mortgage*.

Central

Mortgage*.

H.

law of said deceased, and all other persons In-

at

Mid rotate, are reqalwdto appear at
sessionof said Court, then to be boldsn at the

terested in

said

obnnty, and

ebow

Grand Haven,

in

cause, If any there be,

One of ib* liargest and best In the
Rooms 81.00 pro
Half a block from

city.

And

Cm

county of Ottawa tor three auooeasive

aaU
week

•-J

Toilet Articles, etc.
A full line of Domestic andjlipported

•

JOHN

.

V. B.

GOODRICH.

_ Judo* of Probata.
'

ia

Landry

*7'

r

M«-

PES8.NK, Prop.

:.S ......

.

.
•'/v-

W&mm
. •.

.

-

p-t op.

“m

Until
the
be

X

WM

Cigars.

HOTEL IIP EtmCBIClG®.

bearing.
*

post-office.)

Pure Drugs, Chemicals,

be published in the Holland
Nswa. a newspaperprinted and riraalatodin

of

M. D.

Soaps, Perfumery,

petitioner

this order to

KREMER,

Store

and 12th st.,Cblgago.

it la further Ordered, That Mid
(ary. Look out tor our porter at the station. If
gave ootioe to the persons interested you want comfort, oonvsolaoo* and roonomy,
la arid rotate, of tha pendency of arid petition, top at the
and tbe hearing thereof by causing a copy of
:

Drug

(One door east of

Corner Michigan Boul.

HOTEL IMPERIAL

why ttraprsytr of tbe petitionershould not be
granted

Holland,Mich

Eighth Street

Dated November 2, A. D. 1894.

tan o'clock to th* forenoon,b* assigned for Abend
Attorney for
hrorlng of aaid petition, and that therein

at

and described as fol-

of’thenorth WMt quarter of tbe couth

Dorth of range fifteen

v.-’

m

fine table rusk

^

Mlohlj{liaiknown

^

Seventeenthday of December next.

'

CalHIlH home

^

I

tbe examine tion and allowance of hla final I f

president of the
iby J. O. Doe.baig.iBol-died "of heart failure at hi*
L_l ••
thU city, aged 81 years.

specialty of

(be ciroaltconrt for Ottawa County bread, flue table rusk, cakes, pies, the
tbe pr«miies deecribodinMidmortfinest bunsin the city, cookies or any-

nnexed of the estate ot said deceased, praying *')wn|h)p^ 0Urt, county of Ottawa and Btuta

previous to said day

. Death of C. B. Hutchins,

We make a

Ottawa County, (that being the

Ward.

wherre

will M(J

Probate Office In tbe City of

Battle Creek, Nov. 28.— In the trial
of the train wreckers, Boldwig and
Knowles, two of the men implicated,
refused to testify. It is understood
that the other three will do the same
when they are given a chance. This
leaves the prosecutionwithout .any
witness '
_____

,

covenanted for therein, the premisesbeing deO i reading and filingthe petitlon.dulyverified.
UOrtga«a as all that certainlot.«»
f Kl'vroRouwborat.adinlnlstrator
with the
eei o/ iand( situated'in th

horst.

a

'

First

^

percent. lntarrot.and all legal eoste, together
at(orDflJ'a fee of twenty-flve dollara^

^

Rouw-

deceased.

the matter of the rotate of Klaaaje

Home Baker
thing In the confectionaryline.

,

In

day of January, A.D. 1895.

GOODE™.

Pr"b*u- „
tor

Cleveland, O., Nov. 24.— About 811.*
000 of the hundreds of thousandsthat
Charles Delaney and Mrs. Harris, of
the Pennsylvania Land to Lumber
company, are alleged to have swindled
out of Bay City and Saginaw (Mich.)
lumbermen, has been recovered in this

1

tbe

Saturday,tbeSeventeenth day ofNovember.ln

88th

o’clockin tbe furaMon, I ahall aell at pnb“otlM ’0" the blghe.t bidder,at the north
of th#
Uou#a ln the City of

Lt ^

lA true copy, Attest.)

cJ

‘

‘

Q

was held Friday afternoon,Chairman
McMillan presiding.The purpose of
the meeting was to determine the
time and place for the republican convention to nominate a candidate for
justice ol the supreme court and two
regents of the university, and it was
decided to hold it here Febrnary 21,
the day before the Michigan club's an-

Witnesses Refuse to testify.

Room 4 2nd floor, Van der Veen
Block, Cor. Eigth and River Streets

at 11

Maaion of the Probata court for the Conn. I w
Detroit, Nov. 24. —A meeting of the * of Ottawa, bolden at tbe Probata Offlro, in tee
republican state central committee City of Grand Haven, in aaid oounty, °n I
At a

aoeount

MAGAZINES,

Monday, the

BTATE OF MICHIGAN,

Ill-Gotten Gains Recovered.

Market on South River St.

7

m0l,cy"

I

CODNTT OF OTTAWA.

nual

BRING ALL YOUR

DEALER IN

.

^ m**

college by Prof. G D. Smith is a dairy d* to h* published to the Hollaid Citt
the |am of flve hQDAnA
If you are not using this flour try It *
school. Twenty-fivestudents received j. newspaper printedand circulatedto said coontD(, w„0ty.two cents, bealdro ao
and be sure that your barrel Is brandinstruction last winter and now there ty of Ottawa for three successive weeks pravloua 1 tttorDey f#4 #f twenty.flv*dol!&)* prcvldad for
ed like this and see that In every or
are fifty applicationsfor next term. to Mid day of
by law and to said mortgagr and no; suit or prosack is found a circular.Sold by
The demand for scientificbatter and
ceedirg. having been Institutedatlaw orln eqjlcheese makers has been increasing
** Ju^ra of Probata
tJ to f•C0Te, tb#
“c.
and this school seems to have supplied 44
gage or aay part of It; now therefor*
Minsk P. Goodbich. Probata Clerk.
by
virtue
of
tbe
power
of
eal*
contained
to
said
a distinct want # The state board ol
mortgage, and th* statute In saoh caae made and
agriculture has decided to ask the next
provided,notice ia hereby given that on
legislaturefor an appropriation of |10,Probate

Order.

Can be obtained at minced rates of
the local agent In this city. Leave
your orders for any publication in the
U. S. or Canada at the Post Office, with

BERT DOK9

^ ^

-

m\
.

I

The reputation of some men
that we treat their
deserve,

is

so well

known

to the

most untruthful assertions with the contempt they

and we warn the public against false “Slaughter Sales”

Ready Made Clothing. We never have been and never
sold by

ting

Clothing trade

any

one,

garments

be under-

will

and we challenge all competition to produce better

to be sold at such

low prices as

we

sell

in

fit-

them. Yes, we

have lived amongst you nearly all our lives, and you know our word is

good. Every

suit of clothes

lowest, and

not in

if

refunded, and

bought from

every way as represented and satisfactory money

we shall

not go

away

thus giving our customers time
our honest

men

mode

of doing

to advertise therein,

stores, if any,

We Do

are guaranteed the

us, prices

either, but will

to find

remain here always,

out all faults,

if

any, thus proving

business. The Holland press

if

is

they will pay for same as others

open

to all

do. Vacant

can always be had .by those who pay for them.

Not Steal
Other Advertisements, for

Advertise
Neither do we
discount every

bill,

fail in

business for the purpose of

thus enabling us

to

i

xtiE

money making. We do

TRUTH!
that which is right

between man and man; we

buy from the best market and contenting ourselves with a small living

cannot be undersold. Don’t be hoodwinked, bamboozled or hdmbugged by glareing and fictitious hand
gotten up to misguide and deceive the innocent man, but go and buy your ready made clothing
teed as represented, and as we are all workers, and not running from town to town,
others, and best of all, for your security

we are always

we

to be found at our store to

we

are

and

and

so

bill posters,

where everything is guaran*

bound

make good our

bills

profit,

to,

and do,

assurances.

sell

cheaper than

